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Abstract 
Many mathematical structures come in symmetric and asymmetric versions. Classical examples 
include commutative and noncommutative algebraic structures, as well as symmetric preorders 
(=equivalence relations) and asymmetric such (usually partial orders). In these cases, there is 
always a duality available, whose use simplifies their study, and which reduces to the identity in 
the symmetric case. Also, in each of these cases, while symmetry is a simplifying assumption, 
there are many useful asymmetric examples. 
A similar phenomenon occurs in general topology, although in this case there are often many 
available useful duals. There are also many useful asymmetric spaces, such as the finite TO spaces 
and the unit interval with the upper, or lower topology (in fact the Scott and lower topologies on 
any continuous lattice). The latter, using a dual, gives rise to the usual topology and order on the 
unit interval. 
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1. Introduction and notation 
A topology 7 is weakly symmetric (ws) if z E cl(y) + y E cl(z). 
Asymmetric topology is the study of the spaces which are not weakly symmetric. 
Because all spaces which are at least 7’1 or regular are ws, these have not been widely 
studied. Recent key applications to computer science involve asymmetric spaces. In 
particular, 
l The Scott topology of denotational semantics is asymmetric, as is the Zariski (hull- 
kernel) topology used in the study of spaces of ideals which it generalizes. 
l Topologies used in image processing are asymmetric: The Khalimsky line, Z, is the 
integers with the topology generated by all sets of the form (2n - 1,2n, 2n + l}, n an 
integer. Digital k-space, the product E’ of k: copies of Z, is useful in image processing. 
The success of these applications calls for a more complete theory of such spaces. 
Further, such a theory has many applications to the symmetric case, yielding, for example, 
a sense in which [0, 1] is a natural compactification for (0,l) and for (0,l) n Q. 
To try to modify the view that topological spaces are hard to handle unless they satisfy 
strong separation axioms, we consider for a moment the unit interval II = [0, I] equipped 
with the upper topology, U = {(a, l] ( 0 < 0,) U {ll}. This space is To but fails to be 7’1, 
and thus satisfies none of the Ti for i > 1, although it is normal. 
Nonetheless, U has an apparent dual, L: = { [0, u) 1 a < 1) U (ll}, the lower topology. 
The usual topology is then the join, U V C, and the usual order on the interval can be 
obtained from 24 as well, since a 6 b iff a is in the closure of {b) with respect to U. 
Thus both the usual topology and usuul order are encoded into the upper topology, 
provided we can find a way to construct its dual from it. One purpose of this paper is 
to discuss that construction, which is due in a special case to deGroot ([13], 1967), and 
independently to Lawson ([30], who called it the cocompact topology). We discuss it in 
the framework of asymmetric topology and topological representers with duals: 
This duality is of the “op” type, in which a structure is “turned around” on the same 
set, rather than of the Stone-Tech type (which involves different sets). “Op” duals are 
common throughout mathematics: 
l foraringR=(R,+,x), R*=(R,+,*),wherea*b=Z,xa, 
l for a category, semigroup, or group C = (C, x), C* = (C, *), where a * b = b x o,, 
l for a partially ordered set S = (S, <), S” = (S, 2). 
The “op” sort of dual isn’t easily found for a topology, but there are many ways to rep- 
resent an arbitrary topology for which a dual is easily found. We briefly discuss some of 
the better known such ways in the following paragraphs, in order of decreasing strength; 
that is, each representation easily induces many of the most important cases of the ones 
below it. We include references, both within this paper and elsewhere in the literature, 
and ways to obtain the dual, the induced topology, and obtain each from the previous 
one. Notice that in each case (as in those cited above) the symmetric (commutative) case 
is precisely the self-dual case-in fact, this can be considered a definition of symmetry. 
For these topological representers with duality which follow, we gain something which 
does not hold in the first two algebraic cases above: a “symmetrization” with the property 
that each map into the space from a symmetric one factors through the symmetrization 
uniquely. The following are given only as examples at the moment, and any details about 
them needed for our work will be developed when appropriate. 
Continuity spaces: To get these, metric spaces are generalized (see [24]): the distance 
function need satisfy only the triangle inequality and d(z, z) = 0, and may be valued 
in a structure more general than the (extended) nonnegative reals in which f,O, < and 
positivity make sense. 
Notation: We use the notation M = (X, d, A, P), where X is the space, d : X xX -4 A 
the distance function, and P C A the set of positives. 
Topology: A set T is open in the induced topology 7~ if 
5 E T + (3 E P)(K(z) G T); 
here N,.(z) = {y 1 d(z, y) < T]-, the “closed” ball of radius T about z. In [24] it is 
shown that each topology is induced in this way by a continuity space. But this fact 
prevents symmetry of the distance function d, since, as is also shown in [241, a topology 
is completely regular iff it is induced by a qmmetric continuity space. 
The dual is M* = (X, d*, A, P), where d*(z, y) = d(y, CC). The s~mmetrization is 
MS = (X, dS, A! P), where dS = d + d’. 
Quasi-unijhmities: These are uniformities but for the lack of symmetry (see [12] or 
P21). 
Notation: We use (X,U). Symmetry fails when U E 24 + U-’ E U. 
Induced by above: Each quasi-uniformity comes from a continuity space via 
u E u, @ (3r E P)(NT c u); 
here N, = {(z, y) 1 d(z, y) < T}, is the entourage of radius r. 
Topology: A set T is open in 7~ if 
z~T*(zJ~U)(li’(z)CT); 
here U(s) = {y 1 (IG, u) E U}, the image of zr under U. Again, each topology is induced 
in this way by a quasi-uniformity. and it is well known that a topology is completely 
regular iff it is induced by a uniformity; that is, a symmetric quasi-uniformity. 
The dual is U* = {U 1 Up’ E 2-i). The symmetrization is Us = U V U*. 
Quasiproximities: These are proximities (inclusion form) but for the lack of symmetry 
(see [12,10], or our discussion beginning at Definition 2.6). These relate a topology to 
its continuous functions into the unit interval via the Urysohn lemma. 
Notation: We use (X, P). Symmetry fails when 
(A,B)EP+(X-B,X-A)rP. 
Induced by above: Each quasiproximity comes from a quasi-uniformity via 
(A,@ E Pu H (37 E U)(U(A) C B); 
here U(A) = (7~ 1 (3~ E A)((z,y} E U)), the image of A under U. 
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Topology: A set T is open in 7~ if 5 E T + (3(A, B) E F)(x E A&B C T). Again, 
each topology is induced in this way by a quasiproximity, and again those induced by 
proximities (symmetric quasiproximities) are precisely the completely regular ones. 
The dual is P* = {(A, B) 1 (X - B, X - A) E P). The symmetrization is Ps = 
PvP*. 
Topological ordered spaces: In this paragraph, a topological ordered space is a Ty- 
chonoff space equipped with a partial order closed in its square (see [34], where these 
are called completely regular ordered spaces, [30], or our Section 5). 
Notation: We use (X, 7, <). Symmetry fails when f # 3. 
Induced by above: A quasiproximity yields the topological ordered space (X, ‘j’+s, Gp) 
where TF.S is the topology induced by Ps (described above), and 
x~~~~(~(A,B)EP)(~EA~~EB). 
Topology: A set T is open in 7-G if T E T and (x E T, x 6 y =S y E T). Again, 
each topology is induced in this way by a topological ordered space, and those induced 
by symmetric ones are precisely the completely regular spaces. 
The dual and symmetrization are (X, 7, <)* = (X, 7, a), (X, 7, < n 2). 
Bitopological spaces: These are sets equipped with two topologies (see [23,28] or our 
discussion in the remainder of Section 1 as well as Sections 2 and 3). 
Notation: X = (X, 7,7*), the lack of symmetry means that 7 # 7*. 
Induced by above: An ordered topological space induces (X, 7<, 72). 
The topology induced by ‘T(x,T,~*) is 7. 
The dual and symmetrization of X = (X, 7, ‘7) are, respectively, X’ = (X, 7*, 7) 
and Xs = (X,7’, ‘Fs), where 7’ = TV T. 
A consideration of bitopological spaces is natural for an understanding of topological 
duality because any dual, of a topology 7, 7, on the same X, must be recognized 
by its relationship with the original, and this is a property of the bitopological space 
(X, T-,7”). 
There is also a natural identification of a topological space (X, 7) with the self-dual 
(i.e., symmetric) bitopological space (X, 7,7). Thus bitopological results involving this 
duality look like topological theorems in the symmetric case. 
A map f : X + Y is pair-wise continuous from X to Y = (Y, 7’, .‘*) if 
f : (X7 7) + w, 7’) and f : (X, 7’) + (Y, ‘T’*) 
are both continuous; for bitopological spaces X, y, f : X + y without modification 
means f : X + Y is pairwise continuous (for topological spaces, f : X 4 y means f is 
continuous). We denote by PC(X, y), the set of pairwise continuous maps from X to y. 
By definition of the category of bitopological spaces, their products are products of their 
base sets, together with the products of their first and of their second topologies, and 
their subspaces are subsets with the restrictions of the topologies (sometimes denoted 
XIZ for Z C X). 
The need to use more than one topology at once imposes a notational burden, which 
we handle as follows: Given a topology 7, T, U will denote open sets, C, D closed 
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sets (and C the set of closed sets), K, L compact sets (T2 not required), all possibly with 
subscripts. When a topology is referred to with a superscript, such as 7q, terms and 
notations are used such as “C’J E 6’ is ‘J-closed”. If there is no indication of which of 
several topologies is intended, then 7 is the one; for example, given the bitopological 
space (X, 7,7*), if A c X then cl(A) denotes the closure of the set A with respect to 
the topology 7, int*(A) its interior with respect to 7*. 
We find it convenient to generalize the definition of compactness (in a way done in 
[ 131). If % is any collection of subsets of X, then X is ‘H-compact if each cover of X 
by sets in ?L has a finite subcover. It of course follows that if S is a set of complements 
of elements of N and has the finite intersection property, then n S # 8. 
As usual, for a relation (or function) F, Dom F and Rg F denote its domain and range, 
respectively. Recall that a preorder is a reflexive, transitive relation. For a preorder on 
X, 5 [A] = {y 1 y < a for some a E A}, and J_(Z) = _1 [{z}], with t similarly defined. 
Also, A is a lower set if A = _1 [A], an upper set if A = 1‘ [A]. 
Sections 2 and 3 of this paper should be seen as an elementary text on the relationship 
between duality and bitopology. In particular, in Section 2 we develop bitopological 
versions of the separation axioms, some of their elementary consequences and their 
relationship with the topological case; the central results of the section (in Theorem 2.4) 
are essentially that: 
for their bitopological versions, normal + Ti + completely regular + TO + regular 
+ TO =S T2 =S TI, and that 
a topological space (X, 7) satisfies any of these separation properties iff the bitopo- 
logical space (X, 7,7-) does. 
In Section 3, compactness is studied for bitopological spaces. In fact, compactness 
breaks into two notions for bitopological spaces: compactness refers to one topology 
while stability relates the two. Some key results are: 
(Theorem 3.1) For a T2 bitopological space, the closure in the first topology of a set 
which is compact in the second, is the union of the closures of its points (this is the 
appropriate generalization of the fact that in a Hausdorff space, compact sets are closed). 
(Proposition 3.5) The traditional compact + T2 =+ TT and compact + Ty + T4 hold 
in the bitopological case with “stable” and “dual stable” substituted for the instances of 
“compact”. The bitopological version of a compact Hausdorff space is a joincompact 
space (Definition 3.2); we show that products of joincompacta are joincompact, as are 
subspaces closed in the join of the two topologies. As a result of the fact that joincompacta 
are pairwise T4, they are pairwise Tychonoff, and thus all arise from continuity spaces 
(see [S]). But like compact T2 spaces, they arise in only one way: 
(Theorem 3.8) If the bitopological space arising from a continuity space is joincompact, 
then each pairwise continuous function on it is quasi-uniformly continuous. 
Section 4 applies the above bitopological theory to topological spaces by studying 
ideas of topological duality, that is, ways to associate with a given topology, a second on 
the same space. Among these is the Alexandroff dual, TA, the topology generated by the 
closed sets; (X, 7, TA) is always normal and pairwise O-dimensional (Properties 4.3). 
Another, the (generalized) de Groot dual, 7, has the property that if (X, 7,7’) is 
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joincompact, then 7* = 7” (Lemma 4.6). A topology, 7, is skew compact if there is 
another on the same set so that (X, 7,7*) is joincompact; these are the asymmetric 
version of compact Hausdorff spaces (and include ([0, 11, U)). Following Theorem 4.7, 
we note that the Scott topology on a continuous lattice is a special case of this latter 
duality, and of skew compactness. In Theorem 4.11 and Comment 4.12 we characterize 
skew compact topologies in several ways. For example, skew compact spaces are: 
those which are strongly sober and locally compact (see [30]), 
those which arise from a continuity space whose symmetrization is complete and 
totally bounded. 
Section 5 discusses the relationship between this bitopology-based duality theory and 
one based on Nachbin’s topological ordered spaces, and further characterizations of skew 
compacta are shown in Theorem 5.3. They are those topological spaces for which: 
there is a compact order Hausdorff space, (X, 7”, <), such that 7 = (7’)G. This 
topology and partial order are unique. 
(X, 7 V ‘TG) is a compact Hausdorff topological space. 
Section 6 develops bitopological and topological compactification theory. We have: 
(Theorem 6.3) If X is pairwise Tychonoff then it has joincompactifications, including 
a Stone-Tech, and for pairwise locally stable ones, a minimal one. 
Finally, Theorem 6.6 establishes a correspondence between pairwise Tychonoff duals 
and skew compactifications, and extends the ideas of Stone-Tech and minimal (one- 
point) compactification to the asymmetric case. Symmetric applications are given. 
I would like to acknowledge useful suggestions on exposition from Susan Andima, 
Mel Henriksen, Erwin Kronheimer, Hilary Priestley and Grant Woods. 
2. Bitopological separation axioms 
Here are some concepts needed to define the bitopological separation axioms: 
Definition 2.1. II = ([0, I], U, L), w h ere U, .C are the upper and lower topologies: { [0, l]n 
(a, ~1 I a real), {[O, 11 n (- co, a) / a real} (this object corresponds to the unit interval 
for bitopological spaces). 
If Q is any property of bitopological spaces, X is dually Q if X* is Q, pairwise Q if 
X and X* are both Q. “Pairwise” and “dually” apply to any Q after them. 
For any bitopological space X = (X, ‘T,7”), the symmetrization topology, Ts, is the 
join of 7 and 7*, and the symmetrization (topological) space, is Xs = (X, 7’). (This 
apparently clashes with the symmetrization bitopological space notation, but we regard 
topological spaces as those bitopological spaces with the same topology repeated twice, 
and no harmful confusion will arise.) 
For any topology, 7, the (Alexandrofl specialization (order), <T is defined by x <T y 
if 5 E cl(y). Thus, cl(x) =_~T(z). 
Authors differ on the use of the terminology “upper topology” and “lower topology”. 
For example, Kelley [22, p. 1091 defines the upper topology to be that of upper semi- 
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continuity (whose open sets are lower intervals), while [ 151 defines it to be that of lower 
semicontinuity. We reluctantly join the latter. 
The specialization order was introduced in [I] (accounting for its name) and is dis- 
cussed in [ 151. It’s well known and easy to see that <T is always a preorder; it is a 
partial order iff 7 is To and equality iff 7 is 7’1. In this writer’s experience, the greatest 
oversights in analyzing asymmetry and duality come from ignoring the specialization 
order; this is precisely because it can be ignored at no cost in TI spaces. 
That this order can be meaningful for non-T, topologies is suggested by the fact that 
&,, is the usual ordering on the reals. It’s often useful to realize that continuous maps 
are specialization order-preserving: if z <T Y and f : (X, 7) + (Y, 7’) then 
f(s) E f(cl(y)) c: cl’(f(y)L 
so f(x) <TJ f(y). (The converse fails, as the identity from the cofinite to the discrete 
topology on an infinite set shows.) 
As a result, when we refer to an order concept on a topological space but no order is 
specified, we mean the specialization order (e.g., an upper set means a <T-upper set). 
Notice that +, x, A, V : II x II + Ii are all pairwise continuous (where + denotes trun- 
cated addition, min{a + b, l}, to stay in lI) so if S, g : X 4 il are pairwise continuous, 
then so are f + g, fg, f A g, f V g. 
Definition 2.2. A bitopological space X = (X, 7, 7*) is: 
normal if whenever C” C T, C’ * -closed, T open, then there are an open U and a 
*-closed D* such that C* C U C D* 2 T, 
completely regular if whenever x E T, T open, then there is an f : X -+ II such that 
f (cc) = 1 and f(y) = 0 whenever y $ T, 
regular if whenever x E T, T open, then there are an open U and a *-closed D* such 
that x E U C D* L T, 
pseudo-Hausdofl(pH) if whenever x $ cl(y) then there are an open T and a *-open 
T* which are disjoint and such that x E T and y E T*, 
weakly symmetric (ws) if x $! cl(y) + y $ cl*(x), 
TO if: 7’ is a TO topology. 
Also, Tl = To + ws, Hausdorff = T2 = To + pH, T3 = To + regular, Tychonoff 
= T3.s = TO + completely regular, TJ = Tl + normal. 
By the notational convention introduced after the discussion of bitopological spaces 
in the introduction, cl(x) in the definition of pH refers to the closure in 7 (cl*(x) 
would be that in 7*). Our definitions of normality, complete regularity, and regularity 
are essentially from [23], although he and others typically used the “pairwise” versions 
of the concepts. Weak symmetry has long been known for topological spaces; in [38] it 
is called weak regularity, in [9] called & (“R” again indicates regularity), and it appears 
repeatedly in the categorical topology literature under the name “symmetry” (e.g., [4,5]). 
Our choice of name is due to the fact (see [S]) that weak symmetry is the weakest 
property for topologies admitting symmetric generalized metrics for which NT(x) is a 
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neighborhood of x for each positive r. This fact can be expressed by a weak triangle 
inequality, and stronger such yield regular and completely regular spaces (so are stronger 
symmetric properties). Our pH was discussed as RI in [9]; bitopological versions of 
&, RI are introduced in [32]. 
Examples and comments 2.3. (a) Let X = (X, In, Di), where X is any infinite set, 
In the indiscrete topology on X, and Di the discrete topology on X. Notice that <ln 
is X x X and then that X is ws, pH, regular, completely regular and normal, while X* 
is not ws, pH, regular, nor completely regular, but is normal. 
The properties To and normal are easily seen to be self-dual (if X satisfies one, then 
so does X*); by the previous paragraph, the other separation axioms are not self-dual. 
(b) II, as is appropriate for the stand-in for the unit interval, is pairwise To, ws, pH, 
regular, completely regular and normal. By our convention on the use of pairwise, this 
means pairwise To, pairwise ws, pairwise pH, pairwise regular, pairwise completely 
regular and pairwise normal. Further, (lR,U, C) and its subspaces, such as (Q,U, C), and 
the bi-Sierpinski space, ((0, l}, U, C) share all these properties. 
(c) The reader should find straightforward proofs that for Q = ws, pH, regular or 
completely regular, if (X, 7,7*) is Q and 7’ 5 7+, then (X, 7,7+) is also Q. Thus, 
for example, if (X, 7, ‘P) is Q f or any of these separation properties, then (X, 7,7’) 
is Q. In particular, ([0, 1],24, Us), where Us denotes the usual topology, has all these 
separation properties, and its dual lacks ws, thus (by Theorem 2.4) all the others. 
(d) Essentially the usual proofs show that for Q = ws, pH, regular or completely 
regular, subspaces and products of Q spaces are Q spaces. It is also useful to observe that 
the symmetrization topologies of products and subspaces are, respectively, the products 
and restrictions of the symmetrization topologies of the spaces. 
(e) Another analogy to the symmetric case is that all pairwise completely regular 
spaces arise from continuity spaces: If A = [0, o~]~~(~J), 
P = {T E A 1 r(f) = co for all but a finite number of f}, 
and d(z, y)(f) = (f(y) - f(x)) V 0, the reader can show that (X, 7,7*) arises from it. 
(f) Each pairwise continuous function between bitopological spaces is continuous with 
respect to their symmetrization topologies: if f : X + Y, f(x) E TS, TS E Ty’, then 
there are T E T-y, T* E 7$, such that f(x) E T n T* 5 TS, and by the pairwise 
continuity of f, f-’ [T] n f-’ [T*] is an ’ -neighborhood of x contained in f -’ [T’]. 
The converse is rarely true: consider the identity map from II to I[*. 
The next result is that, as desired: 
Ti =S Tj if j < i, 
(X, ‘7-) should be . . . iff (X, 7,7) is . 
Theorem 2.4. For any bitopologicul space X: 
(a) Normal + ws + completely regular =S regular =+ pH + ws. 
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(b) (X, 7) is normal iff (X,7,7) is. For Q = To,Tl,T& regular; or completely 
regular; if X is pairwise Q then Xs is Q (thus if (X, ‘T,T) is Q then so is (X, 7)); 
also if (X, 7) is Q then so is (X, T,T). 
Here are some useful facts about the lower separation axioms: 
Lemma 2.5. Given a bitopological space, X = (X, 7,7*): 
(a) The following are equivalent to weak symmetry: 
(9 G7-m 5 2-7, 
(ii) ifx $ cl(y) then cl*(z) C X - cl(y), 
(iii) ifz E T then cl*(z) 2 T. 
(b) If X is pH and X* is ws then X* is pH, so X is pairwise pH. 
(c) If X is ws then 7 is To iff X is TO. 
(d) The following are equivalent: 
(i) X is TO, 
(ii) if x # y then some T E 7-U 7* contains exactly one of x, y, 
(iii) x <7 y and y <T x and x <T’ y and y <T* x + x = y. 
(e) X is pseudo-Hausdoflif and only ff 1 or each ultrafilter V and each limit x of V 
and *-limit y of V, x <T y. 
Proof. (a) Certainly (iii) + (ii) and (ii) + ws. Also (i) ti ws (its contrapositive). But 
if (i) and x E T E 7, y E cl*(x), then x E cl(y), so y E T, showing (i) + (iii). 
(b) If X is pH and X* is ws, and x $ cl*(y), then y $ cl(x), so by pH there are 
disjoint T, T* such that x E T E ‘T and y E T’ E 7*. 
The assertions of (c) and (d) are shown in a routine manner. 
For (e), henceforth let N(x) = {T E T 1 x E T} (with the obvious meaning for 
N’(y)), and recall that x is a limit for an ultrafilter I/ if and only if N(x) C V. Assume 
first that X is pH, and assume x $7 y. Then there are disjoint T E N(x), T* E N*(y) 
so no filter can contain both N(x) and N*(y), and thus no filter can converge to x and 
*-converge to y. Conversely, if the condition holds and T n T* # 0 whenever T E n/(x) 
and T* E n/‘(y), then finite intersections from N(z) U n/*(y) are nonempty, so are 
contained in an ultrafilter, V. Then x is a limit and y a *-limit for U, showing x G.-r y. 
This shows that X is pH, as required. 0 
The following definition is useful for encoding Urysohn’s lemma: 
Definition 2.6. A Urysohn collection is a set P of pairs of subsets of X such that: 
(i) whenever (A, B) E P, then A C B, 
(ii) if (A,B) E P then for some E, (A, E), (E,B) E P, 
(iii) if (A, B) E P and E C A, B C F, then (E, F) E P. 
The dual of a Urysohn collection P is P* = {(X - B, X - A) 1 (A, B) E P}. 
The topology arising from P is 




and the bitopological space arising.from P is X, = (X, 7p, Tp. ). 
Given Urysohn collections (X, P), (I: P’), a Uqsohn map f : [X, P) + (Y, P’) is a 
function f : X t Y such that whenever (A, B) E P’, then (f-l [A], f-l [B]) E ‘P. 
A Urysohn collection B is compatible with a bitopological space X, if it satisfies the 
strengthening of (i): 
(it) whenever (A, 0) E B, then cl* (A) & int(B). 
A quasiproximity is a Urysohn collection P which also satisfies: 
(iv) (0,0), (X, X) E P, 
(v) (A, B), (A: B’) t P =s (A, B I+ B’) E P, and 
(vi) (A, B), (A’,B) E P 3 (A U A’: D) E ‘P. 
The standard quasiproximity on [0, I] is 
S = {(A, B) 1 (3, s>r < s, A C [s, co) 17 [O, 11, (r, m) n [O: I] 2 I3 C [O, I]}; 
and the quasiproximity space denoted by I[ is ([0, 11, S). 
Facts 2.7 (Basic facts about Urysohn collections and quasiproximities). (a) 7~ is easily 
seen to be a topology, and if f : (X, P> A (Y, P’) is a Urysohn map, then so is 
f : (X, ‘P’) + (Y, P’*), thus f is pairwise continuous as a map from X? to Y,l. In 
fuel, quasiproximity spaces are between quasi-uniform spaces and bitopological spaces 
in strength, since each quasiproximity arises from a quasi-uniformity (see [ 12, p. 12-141) 
via 
Pu = { (A,B) I W’ E W(W4 C B)}, 
and each uniform f : (X,U) --f (Y, V) is Urysohn from (X, FM> to (Y, Py). 
(b) For Urysohn collections axiom (v) is equivalent to: 
If F C P is finite, then (n DomIF), n Rg@ E p. 
Surely, (v) is a special case of this, while if (v) holds and F & P is finite, then for 
each (A, II) E F, f-l Dom F & A, so by (iii), (n DomF, B) E F; by induction on (v), 
0lDomWVg~) E p, as required. (Similarly, (vi) is equivalent to: If F & P is 
finite, then (U Dom F, U Rg F) E P.) By this equivalent to (v), if P is a quasiproximity, 
Tp = {T 1 if z E T then for some (A, B) E P, z E A and B 2 2’1. 
(c) Notice that U = Ts and L = 7s+, so that the bitopological interval arises from the 
quasiproximate interval. 
Lemma 2.8. (a) (Urysohn) For a II~-~~ysohn collection P on X, if(A: B) E P then thw 
is a Ur-ysohn map f : X t I such that f(A) = 1 and f(X - B) = 0. 
(b) X is normal ifs {(A, B) 1 cl*(A) s int(B)} is a Urysohn callectiun. 
(c) A Wrysohn collectiun P an X is compatible with X ifs Tj L Tand 7~. L: 7”. Thus 
gP is compatible with the bitupalogical spuce X, then euch Urysohn map f : (X, P) 3 II 
is puiovise cuntinuuus from X tu ihe bitopolagical space II = ([0, 1] , U, L3). Fur Y C X, 
iriCrF Y = {z 1 f orsomefinite F&P,x:nD~~rnFandnRgF~Y}. 
(d) Let A be a collection nfj’knctions from X to II containing the cunstants 0, 1 and such 
that f, g E A + f V g, f A g E A Then 7’ A = {(A, B) 1 (3, b)O < n < b 6 1, f E d, 
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so that A C f-‘[b, I], f-‘(a, I] C B} is a q uasc ;D roximity. If P is a quasiproximity, 
then for the collection .A? of Urysohn maps f : X + II: P = PA?, A C ApA, and 
,?A = TApA> where TA denotes the bitopological space with the weakest topologies for 
which each f E A is pairwise continuous to II. 
(e) X is (pairwise) completely regular iff there is a Urysohn collection P such that 
‘Tjj = 7 and 7& C 7’ (76 = 7*). 
Proof. (a) Let (A, B) E P and set A1 = A, A0 = B. By induction on n, we construct 
for each dyadic rational y = m/2” E [0, 11, an A, such that if p < y then (A?, AP) E P. 
The case n = 0 is from the initial choices. By induction, we now assume the result for 
n - 1. If m is odd, we already have (Ac,+1),2n, Ac,_~),~~) E P. Since P is Urysohn, 
we may choose A, such that (Ac,+~J,~“, AT), (A?, A+I)/z~) E P. Now if Y < P3 
let p = (m + ~)/2~, 2” - m > p > 0; that (Ap, A-,) E P follows from (i) and (iii) of 
Definition 2.6, together with the transitivity of C. 
For ,z E X, let f(z) = sup({/3 ) z E Ao} U (0)). Then ifs < r: 
f-k 11 = nG% I s > ~1, and f-‘(r, 11 = u{A-, I Y > r), 
so if r < s, by the density of the dyadics, find ,8, y for which r < p < y < s; 
thus (A-,, AQ) E P. Then Ap C_ f-‘(r, I] and f-‘[s, l] C A,, showing (f-i [s, 11, 
f-‘(r,l])EPsof:(X,P)-+IlisaUrysohnmap. 
(b) is simply the definition of normality. 
(c) Suppose P is compatible with X, and T E 7p. If x E T find a finite F 2 P such 
that z E n Dom F and n Rg F 2 Y. Whenever (A, B) E F, cl*(A) C int(B), showing 
z E int(n Rg F) C T, thus that T E 7; dually, 7F. E 7*. 
Conversely, if 7p c 7 and T& C 7* and (A, B) E P then by (a) there is a pairwise 
continuous f : X + II such that f(A) = 1 and f(X - B) = 0. But then 
cl*(A) C f-’ [{l}] C f-‘(0, l] C int(B) 
For the remaining assertion, if Y C X, let Y0 = {x 1 for some finite F C P, 2 E 
fl Dom F and n Rg F C Y}. We must show that Y0 = int(Y). Surely Y” C Y, and if 
z~TcY,T~7~,thenforsomefiniteFCP,z~nDomFandnRgFCTCY, 
showing int(Y) C: Y”. 
Thus to show equality, it will do to show that Y” is open, so Y” C int(Y): If 
x E Y”, there is an F C P with x E n Dom F and nRg F 5 Y. By definition of 
Urysohn collection, if F = {(Ai, Bi) 1 i < n}, then for each such i there is an Ei 
such that (Ai, E,), (Ei, Bi) E P; let G = {(Ai, Ei) 1 i 6 n}. Whenever y E nRg G, 
H = {(E,, Bi) 1 i < n} is a finite subset of P for which v E nRgG 2 nDom H, 
and n Rg H C Y. Thus if x E Y”, there is a finite G 2 P such that 2 E n Dom G and 
n Rg G G Y”, completing this proof. 
(d) Surely (i), (iii) of Definition 2.6 hold. For (ii), if (A, B) E PA, find 
f:X+I, o<a<b<l, fed, 
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so that A L f-‘[b, I], f-‘(n, l] C B, and let c E (a, b), C = f-‘[c, 11. Then 
(A, C), (C, B) E ?A because 
A & f-‘[b, I] C_ f-‘(c, I] C C 2 f-‘[c, l] 2 f-i@, I] c B. 
Further, (iv) results from the fact that the constants 0, 1 E d, (v) because d is closed 
under V, and (vi) since d is closed under A. 
For (e), if such a P exists, and z E T, then by (c), there is a finite F C P, x E 
n Dom F and n Rg F C T. By (a), whenever i = (A, B) E F, there is an fi : X + II 
such that f,(A) = 1 and fi(X - B) = 0. But then g = A{fi 1 i E F} : X t II, g(z) = 1, 
and g(X -T) = 0, showing complete regularity (and pairwise complete regularity results 
similarly if 7~. = 7*). 
Conversely, for a bitopological space X, let A denote the set of pairwise continuous 
f : X + II. By definition of complete regularity, 7 = Td = 7~~ if x is completely 
regular. We complete the proof by noting that for A* = { 1 - f 1 f E A}, (PA)* = PA*, 
so duality can be used to establish pairwise complete regularity in the appropriate case: 
Since f : X -+ II, f(A) = 1, f(X - L3) = 0 iff (1 - f) :X* + iI, (1 - f)(X - B) = 1, 
(1 - f)(X - (X - A)) = 0, we have (?A)* = ?A*. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. (a) If X is normal and ws, then 
P = {(C*, T) 1 C* C T, C* *-closed, T open} 
is a compatible Urysohn collection, and z E T implies C* = cl*(z) 2 T; so 7 = Tj 
and complete regularity results. 
If X is completely regular, and 3: E T E 7, then let 
f:X --t Ii, f(z) = 1, f(X -T) = 0, 
and note that U = f-‘(S, l] is open, D* = f-’ [.5, l] is *-closed, and z E U C D* 2 T. 
If X is regular and z 4 cl(y) then 2 E X - cl(y), thus for some T, 5 E T and 
cl*(T) C X - cl(y), so for T* = X - cl*(T), x E T, y E T’, and T 17 T* = 0. 
If X is pH and 2 6 cl(y) then there are disjoint T, T* such that z E T and y E T*, 
so in particular, y 4 cl* (2~). 
(b) The first assertion is clear by definition, as is the fact that if any of the listed 
separation properties is satisfied by (X, 7,7), then it is satisfied by (X, ‘7-j. For the rest 
of the proof of the second assertion: 
Complete regularity: If z is in the symmetrically open TS, then for some open T and 
*-open T*, II: E T n T* C TS, and by assumption there are f : X + II, f’ : X* + II, 
which are both 1 at z, such that f is 0 off T, and f* is 0 off T*. But then f, f* are 
continuous from Ts to the usual topology on [0, 11, so their meet, f A f* : Xs + [0, 11, 
is continuous, is 1 at z and is 0 off T fl T*, thus off TS. 
Regularity: If 5 is in the symmetrically open TS, then for some open T and *-open 
T*, x E T n T* C_ TS, so we can find open U and *-open U* such that x E U and 
cl*(U) C T, 2 E U* and cl(U*) C T*; thus 
cls(U n U*) c cl*(U) n cl(U*) c T* n T cr TS. 
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If X is pairwise 7’2 and 5 # y then z $ cl(y) (or three similar cases by TO) so by 
pH there are disjoint open T, *-open T* with x E T, y E T’, and we’re done since 
T, T” E 7’. 
If X is pairwise Tr and z # y then y 4 cl(z) {or three similar cases by To), so 
(by pairwise ws) x $ cl*(y), thus for some *-open T*, z E T* and y $ T”, and 
T* ET’. 0 
Comments 2.9 (Closing comments on Urysohn cohections and quasiproximities). In 
Section 3 we will need more facts about quasiproximities, which we state now. (Those 
interested in learning more about them should review the literature on the strung inclusion 
form of the (quasi)proximity axioms discussed in [lo] or [12].) 
Notice that for any Urysohn collection, Xp = Xup = Xnp, where 
UP = {(C, 0) j 3(A, B), (A’, B’) E P, C C A U A’, and B U B’ C D>, 
and 
W’ = {(C, D) 1 3(A, B), (A’, B’) E P, C 2 A n A’, and B II B’ 2 D}, 
are routinely seen to be Urysohn collections. Further, if for each y E r, P,, is a Urysohn 
collection, then 
X UrP, = 
( 
x, v TP, 7 v 7;;, , 
r r > 
and including (8,8) and (X, X) in P doesn’t change 7~. 
Let Pp = U, Pn, where PO = {(0,8), (X,X)} U P, andIP,+1 = UP, or = W’,, 
depending on whether 7~ is even or odd. Then PP is certainly the smallest quasiproximity 
containing the Urysohn collection P, and is called the quasiproximity generated by P. 
By the previous paragraph, X,, = Xp. When this is combined with the definition of a 
Urysohn cohection, we see that each such gives rise to a quasiproximity which induces 
the same bitopological space as the original. 
It is easy to see that any union of Urysohn collections is a Urysohn collection. Thus 
any collection of quasiproximities has a join: the quasiproximity generated by their union. 
It’s useful to know whether the topology generated by a Urysohn collection, quasiprox- 
imity, quasi-uniformity, or continuity space is To (in which case we call the Urysohn 
collection, etc., TO). Here are some characterizations; we leave their routine proofs to the 
reader: 
A Urysohn coiiection (thus a quasiproximity) is TO if 
X#Y* (WW~~)[C z~A&y$B)v(y~A&z$Bj]. 
A quasi-uniformity is To if 5 # y + (W E U)[(Z, y) $ U V (y, Z) $ U]. 
A continunity space is TO if z # y + (d(z, y) + d(y, Z) # 0). 
The remainder of this section is devoted to counterexamples to some natural conjec- 
tures, and not needed for the theory developed in Sections 3 and 4. 
In light of Theorem 2.4(b) it would be interesting to have an example of a normal, 
pairwise Tl-space whose symmetrization topology is not T4. K. Ciesielski has called 
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to our attention that analysts have long used the fact that the density topology Dn is 
completely regular (see [7]) and that Tall [42] has shown that this topology is not normal. 
Dn-open sets are those T C IR for which, with ,u the Lebesgue measure, 
.~:ET~I_~~~~(T~(~-~,“+T))/,L(“-T,”+~)=’. 
Our theory gives the analysts results a context. 
Corollary 2.10. (a) The separation axioms To and normal are self-dual. 
(b) If X is normal and pairwise ws then X” is completely regular: 
(c) If X is normal, 7 C 7”, and 7 is Tl then 7* is Tychonoff; so in particulal; the 
density topology on the reals is TychonofJ: 
Proof. Both assertions of (a) are routine (and were noted in Examples and com- 
ments 2.3(c)). For (b), X is pairwise completely regular by (a) and Theorem 2.4(a), 
so by Theorem 2.4(b), X” is completely regular. 
Finally, for (c), the assumption that 7 C_ 7’ yields that 7’ = 7* and further that 
since ‘T is Tl , X is pairwise Tl, so by (b), P = ‘Ts 1s completely regular. The density 
topology contains the usual one, and that (IR, Us, Dn) is normal follows from the Lusin- 
Menchoff theorem [7, p. 271, which states: Suppose E is measurable, C c E is closed, 
and 
for each x E C, lim p(E n (z - T, z + r)) /p(x - T, x + r) = 1; 
r-+0 
then there is a perfect set P such that C 2 P C E and 
for each x E C, JFo p(P n (z - T, 5 + r))/p(x - r, z + r) = 1. 
(To complete our proof, notice here that intD1”(Y) = {x ( limr-,a p(Y fl (z - T, II: + 
T))/P(2--,II:+r) = l}.) 0 
Examples and comments 2.11. We close the section with an example motivated by 
Lemma 2.5(b) and the lack of self-duality for regularity and complete regularity (see 
Examples and comments 2.3(a) and (c)): 
there is a completely regular pair-wise Tl bitopological space whose dual is not regular: 
Suppose, by way of contradiction, that complete regularity (or regularity) is self-dual 
in the presence of pairwise weak symmetry. Also assume a Tychonoff topology 7 is 
contained in another topology (which we call) 7’. By 2.5(b), (X, 7,7) is Tychonoff, 
thus by 2.3(c), so is (X, 7, ‘7), and again by 2.5 (and the assumed self-duality) so is 
7’ = 7*. Thus an example of a Tychonoff topology contained in a nonregular topology 
would show that a bitopological space can be completely regular and pairwise Ti while 
its dual is nonregular. Any topology containing a Tychonoff one is completely Hausdoe 
given distinct points 5,~ there are continuous functions f, g such that 
f(x) = 9(P) = 0, s(r) = f(w) = 1. 
Aaron Todd has brought to my attention the following elegant example of a nonregular 
completely Hausdorff space related to the Tychonoff plank: 
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Let X = ((w + 1) x (w+ + 1)) 7) the (compact) product of the ordinal successors of the 
first two infinite cardinals with their order topologies. Let 7* be the smallest topology 
containing 7 in which C’ = {(w, y) 1 y < w+} is also closed. Then by comments in 
the last paragraph, 7* is completely Hausdorff. But there is no closed neighborhood of 
(w, wf) contained in X - C”, because the two topologies agree on the Tychonoff plank, 
and any neighborhood of (w, w+) contains all but a finite number of elements of the 
form (y, w+); by the usual work with the Tychonoff plank, the closure of such a set 
must meet C*. 
3. Joincompact spaces 
So pervasive is the role of the fact that in Hausdorff spaces compact sets are closed 
and closed subsets of compact sets are compact, that it’s hard to shed the habit of 
believing this even when it fails. In fact, closed subsets of compact sets are compact in 
arbitrary spaces (extend a cover S of a closed C by adding X - C; by compactness, 
S U {X - C} contains a finite subcover 3 of X and then S contains the finite subcover 
of C, 3 - {X - C}). This has nothing to do with any relationship between 7 and a 
second topology on X. The situation is quite different with respect to the other assertion: 
Theorem 3.1. If X is pH then for each *-compact set K*, 
cl(K*) = u { 4~) I Y E K*} ( = -1 [K’l). 
Thus if X is pH then a *-compact set is closed iffit is a lower set. 
If X is pairwise pH then closures of *-compact sets are *-compact. 
Proof. Let X be pH, K* a *-compact set, and C =_17[K*]. Certainly 
cl[K*l 2 u { cl(y) I y E K*} =J7[K*] = c. 
But if x $J C, then for each y E K*, 5c +! cl(y), so given such an z, for each such 
y, find open TY, *-open T,‘, disjoint, with x E TV, y E Tc. The TG cover K*, so 
find a finite subcover {Tc 1 y E 3); then U{T,* I y E 3}(> K*) is disjoint from 
n{Tv I y E 3}(3 x). This shows x +! cl[K*], thus the reverse inclusion. 
The last assertion results from the observation that in this case K’ and cl(K*) have 
the same * -open covers: If S’ is a *-open cover of K* and z E cl(K*), then for some 
y E K*, z E cl(y). For some T* E S*, y E T*, so by Lemma 2.5(a), dual ws tells us 
that z E T* C US* as well. 0 
That *-closed subsets of a compact space are compact is far from true, but spaces for 
which it holds have many good properties, Thus some definitions are in order: 
Definition 3.2. A bitopological space X is: 
stable if each *-closed set, other than X, is compact, 
compact if X is 7-compact, 
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locally stable if each neighborhood contains one which is *-closed and compact, 
locally compact if each neighborhood contains one which is compact, 
Finally, X is joincompact if it is pairwise compact, stable and T2. 
Examples and comments 3.3. (a) II is joincompact. That it is pairwise T2 was noted in 
Examples and comments 2.3 (and is clear); since U, C & Us, each closed subset of each 
is closed in the usual real topology, thus compact in it, so compact in either subtopology. 
If (X, T) is compact Hausdorff, then (X, 7, T) is joincompact. 
These are complementary examples in that the specialization order of II is the usual 
total order on [0, 11, while that of our second example is equality, the minimal partial 
order. 
Among joincompact spaces already in the literature are the Scott and lower topologies 
of a continuous lattice (L, SC, ,C) (see [ 151 and our comment following Theorem 4.7), 
the space of prime ideals of a commutative ring with the hull-kernel and dual hull- 
kernel topologies, (see [17] for discussion of this and many similar examples), and the 
space of primal ideals of a C*-algebra, with the weak topology and its dual (see [3]). 
A unifying discussion of joincompacta with emphasis on the specialization order, and 
with applications to each of these examples is now in preparation [16]. 
That there is use for a common theory of such spaces is suggested by the following 
result of [ 161, whose motivation arises from the spaces of maximal and of minimal prime 
ideals on a commutative ring (see [ 171): If (X, 7,7*) is joincompact, then the space 
min(X) of <T-minimal elements of X is *-compact, and T]min(X) C TImin( 
A corollary of this is that there are no ‘new” T, joincompacta: If (X, 7,7*) is 
joincompact and <T is equality, then X = min(X) = min(X*), so 7 = 7’, and is T2 
(this also has a quick direct proof: each *-closed set is ‘-compact, thus *-compact, and 
since it’s a <T-lower set, it is closed; this shows ‘P C 7, and the two topologies must 
be equal by the self-duality of joincompactness). 
(b) Notice by Lemma 2.5(a), that if X is ws, and z E Y C cl*(~), then Y is compact, 
forifY&_JS, S~7,thenforsomeT~S,z~TsoY~c1*(~)~T,so{T}isour 
finite subcover. Also, as noted following Definition 2.1, the specialization for U and the 
usual order on the reals coincide, thus for any X 2 R, in (X,2.4, C), cl*(~) = [z, oc). As 
a result, each such space is pairwise locally stable - if 5 E (r, co) then either for some 
y, T < y < 5, in which case [y, cc) is a compact *-closed neighborhood of x contained 
in (r, oo), or there is no such y, in which case, [z, co) n X = (T, CQ) n X, and is thus 
such a neighborhood. Further, Y c R is compact iff it has a smallest element. From this 
we see: 
(0, l] is compact and pairwise stable but not *-compact, 
(0, 1) pairwise stable but neither compact nor *-compact, 
Q n [0, l] is pairwise compact and locally stable, but not stable nor *-stable, 
Q n (0,l) is not compact, *-compact, stable nor *-stable, but is pairwise locally stable 
(as are all subspaces of (R,U, ,C)), 
and many similar examples are easily obtained. 
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(c) ([0, l], Cf, Us), Cf the cofinite topology, is pairwise stable compact and Tt , but 
not pH, thus not joincompact. 
Some characterizations of stability and compactness follow, as well as the fact that 
they are preserved by weakening topology (in contrast to separation; see Examples and 
comments 2.3(c)): 
Proposition 3.4. (a) X is stable (respectively, compact) iff whenever S 2 7 - (8) is 
nonempty, S* C 7* - {0}, is nonempty (respectively, empty), and X = U(S U S*), then 
for some finite F C S, X = IJ(3 U S*). 
(b) For a bitopological space, X, the following are equivalent: 
(i) X is pairwise stable compact, 
(ii) Xs is compact, 
(iii) X is 7 U 7*-compact. 
(c) If (X, 7, ‘T+) is stable and 7 2 T’, 7* 2 ‘T”, then (X, T’, 7*‘) is stable. 
(d) If (X, 7,7”) is stable and ws*, and (X, 7, T+) is pH then 7* c T’, so given 
a topological space (X, T), there is at most one 7* such that (X, 7,7’) is joincom- 
pact, and the *-closed sets are precisely the compact, upper sets. (The de Groot dual, 
introduced in more generality in Definition 4.4, is this topology.) 
Proof. (a) is simply a reformulation of the definitions. In (b), (iii) + (ii) by the Alexan- 
der subbase theorem, while (iii) + (i) by (a). (c) is straightforward. For (d), note that 
each compact set closed under <r is *-closed by Theorem 3.1 applied to the pH X*, 
while stability insures that *-closed sets are compact (and closed under <T by ws*). 0 
The following help in handling local stability and local compactness: 
Proposition 3.5. (a) If X* is ws, then X is locally stable ifand only ifit is regular and 
locally compact. 
(b) Every regular; stable space is locally stable. 
Proof. For (a), suppose z E T E 7. Local compactness implies that there are U E 7 
and compact K such that x E U C K C: T. By Theorem 2.4, X is pH; since it’s ws*, 
it’s pairwise pH; thus by Theorem 3.1, cl*(K) = U{cl*(x) ) x f K} is compact; it’s a 
subset of T by Lemma 2.5(a) (since X is ws by Theorem 2.4), so x E U 2 cl*(K) C T, 
completing the proof of local stability. 
For (b), suppose first that x has an open neighborhood V # X; if x E T E 7 then 
find open U, *-closed C* such that x E U C_ C’ C V f~ T; as a proper *-closed set, 
C* is compact, and surely C* C T. On the other hand if X is the only neighborhood 
of x, then any open cover of X must have a T in it containing Z; this T = X, so a 
single element of the cover also covers; thus in this case if x E T, we’re done by letting 
U=C*=T=X. 0 
Stability, rather than compactness, relates the two topologies, so it is unsurprising that 
the traditional results relating compactness to separation have to do with stability in this 
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situation. The common division between proofs that compact + T2 + T3 and compact + 
T3 + T4 also prepares one for the fact that the stability of X is involved in one, that of 
X* in the other. 
Theorem 3.6. (a) If X is *-stable and pH then X is regular 
(b) Zf X is locally stable, then t?x = {(A, B) 1 cl*(A) compact C int(B)}, is a 
Urysohn collection compatible with X. Thus if X is stable and regular then X is normal, 
and if X is locally stable, then it is completely regular 
(c) If X is pseudo-Hausdorjfand pairwise stable (in particular; if X is joincompact) 
then X is normal. 
(d) If X is *-stable (or in particulal; joincompact), Y is T2, and f : X + y is l-l 
and onto, then f is a homeomorphism ifs 
f [ cl(z)] 2 W(z)) 
for each x E X (that is, f reverses the specialization-note also that by continuity this 
implies f [cl(x)] = cl(f (x))). 
Proof. (a) For x E T E 7, if y E X - T, then x $ cl(y), so there are disjoint 
open U, and *-open U; with x E U,, y E U;. By stability, X - T is *-compact, so 
let F be a finite subset of X - T for which {U,” 1 y E F} covers X - T, and let 
U = n{U, 1 y E F}. Then x E U, which fails to meet U{U; ] y E F} E 7*, showing 
cl*(U) G X - U{U; ] y E F} C T. 
(b) It will do to find for compact cl*(A) C int(B), an open subset U of a compact, 
*-closed D* for which cl*(A) C U and D* C T. By local stability find for each 
y E cl* (A) some open U, such that y E U,, cl* (U,) 2 T and cl* (U,) is compact. Let 
R be a finite subset of {U, ( y E C”} covering cl*(A). But then cl*(A) C U R = U, 
and D* = cl*(UR) = U{cl*(R) / R E a} 2 T; also D* is compact as a finite union 
of such. Thus (A, D*), (D*, T) E 23 ,Y, as required. The remaining assertions result by 
Lemma 2.8. 
(c) By (a) X is regular; by (b), normal. 
(d) We show that f is closed: notice that if C is closed then it is a lower *-compact 
set, and since f is * -continuous, f[C*] is also a *-compact set. It is a lower set, and thus 
by Theorem 3.1, *-closed, iff f [cl(x)] = cl(f (x)) for each x E X. 0 
Of course, the identity function from ([0, 11, Us, Us) to ([0, 11, U, 13) or its restriction to 
any Us-closed subspace (such as ((0, l}, Di, Di)) .h s ow that the specialization reversing 
condition of (d) is necessary. 
The category of joincompact spaces behaves much like that of compact T2 spaces: 
Theorem 3.7. If X is joincompact, then so is X*. X is joincompact iff it is pair-wise 
T2 and Xs is compact (and necessarily Tz by Theorem 2.4). Thus S-closed subspaces 
of products of joincompact spaces are joincompact; therefore, so are inverse limits of 
joincompact spaces under pairwise continous maps. 
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Proof. The first statement is clear, while its second applies Proposition 3.4(b) to the 
definition of joincompactness. The third assertion results from the classical Tychonoff 
product theorem and the fact that products of T2 bitopological spaces are T2. 0 
Since each joincompact space is normal (and pairwise ws) it is pairwise completely 
regular, and in particular, arises from a continuity space. But this category also relates 
in the expected way with those of quasi-uniform and continuity spaces, as we see in 
our last result of this section; for the latter notation is as in [24]. Recall that a function 
between two continuity spaces, f : M + N, is quasi-uniformly continuous if for each 
positive T there is a positive s such that if d(z, y) < s then d/(!(z), f(y)) < T. 
Theorem 3.8 [40]. Zf the bitopological space arising from a continuity space is join- 
compact, then each pair-wise continuous function on it is quasi-uniformly continuous. In 
particulal; if a joincompact space arises from two continuity spaces, then they are quasi- 
uniformly equivalent (to be specific, the identity on X is quasi-uniformly continuous from 
each to the other). 
Proof. Suppose r is positive, and, by way of contradiction, for each positive t there 
are zt, yt such that d(zt, yt) < t but d(f(zt), f(yt)) < T. Because X x X is sym- 
metrically compact, there is a subnet (z:t,, , yt,,) of the (zt, yt) S-converging to some 
point, (z:, y) E X x X. But then for arbitrary positive t, u, choose t, < t such that 
ds((~,y), (Q,,Y~,)) 6 u. Thus 
d(G Y) < d(? xt,) + d(G, 7 Yt,) + d(YL, Y) 
< dS(? xt,) + d(ztn, Yt,) + dS(Y&, Y) < t + ‘1L, 
so d(z, y) = 0. But 
qfb4, f(Yt)) G d(f(4, f(4) + d(f(X)> f(Y)) + d(f(Y)I f(Yt)) 
G d* (f(x), f(Q)) + d(f(4, f(Y)) + d(f(Y)I f(Yt)). 
By the pairwise continuity of f, the first and third terms can be made arbitrarily small, 
so d(f(z), f(y)) < T, a contradiction. 0 
4. Topological duality and skew compactness 
We are, of course, particularly interested in situations in which one topology is enough. 
We use the term “topological dual” to mean a way to associate in some cases with a 
topology 7 on X, a second To, also on X. For example, in the previous sections, 
we essentially considered the “identity” dual, 7 D = 7. This might be called a WYSI- 
WYG (what you see is what you get) dual, in that for all the separation properties and 
many others, as noted above (particularly in Theorem 2.4), (X, ‘7-) is Q iff (X, 7,7) is 
(pairwise) Q. 
Definition 4.1. A topological dual is a class of topological spaces D and a D : l3 + V, 
such that D’ = D and D(X) has the same underlying set as X. We denote by To that 
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topology for which D(X) = (X, 7O), and we let TsD = 7 V ‘To. We also let BD(X) 
denote (X, 7, ‘T”), and L3D = {BD(X) 1 X E D}. For any property Q of bitopological 
spaces, a topological dual is Q if for each X E V, BD(X) is Q. A topological space is 
D-reflexive if X = D2(X). Given a bitopological property Q, a topological space (X, 7) 
is DQ if BD(Dn(X)) is Q f or each n E w. VDQ denotes the class of DQ spaces. 
A topological space (X, 7) 1s s k ew compact (= asymmetrically compact Hausdofl 
if there is some 7* such that (X,7, ‘7) is joincompact (7* is unique by Proposi- 
tion 3.4(c)). 
Comments on duals 4.2. (a) We now list some facts about topological duals which will 
be used below. 
(i) A topological space is D-reflexive iff it is in the range of D. 
(ii) For n > 0, we have Dn = D if n is odd and = D2 if n is even. Thus if 
n > 0, BD(Dn(X)) = (X,7Dn, To”+‘) = BD(D”+‘(X))*. 
(iii) Here are two statements equivalent to (X, 7) is DQ: 
BD(Dn(X)) is Q for each n < 2 (where Do(X) = X), 
BD(X) is Q and BD(D(X)) is pairwise Q. 
(iv) D is a Q topological dual on DQ. 
(v) If x E DQ is reflexive, then BD(X) is pairwise Q. 
(b) We can view 2) as the collection of objects of a category, with the maps of ZJ 
those (necessarity continuous) functions f : X -+ y for which f : BD(X) -+ BD(y) 
is pairwise continuous. Clearly the definition D(f) = f for each map f in V, induces 
a faithful (in fact, one-one), full functor into the category of bitopological spaces and 
pairwise continuous maps. We then say that D is a topological dual on the category ‘D, 
and let t3V denote the resulting category of bitopological spaces and maps. 
Properties 4.3 (Preorders and their induced duals). (a) Ideally, we would like a dual that 
would give BD(X) “better” bitopological properties than the topological properties en- 
joyed by X. At the very least, we could try to make BD(X) pairwise weakly symmetric 
even if X is not weakly symmetric. Thus we are interested in pairwise ws duals. Below 
we look at pairwise weakly symmetric bitopological spaces; those for which <T* = 27 
(by Lemma 2.5(a)(i)). 
Since this condition depends only on a preorder, it’s useful to recall some basic proper- 
ties of an arbitrary preorder < on a set X. We generalize terminology used for continuous 
lattices (see [15]): for a preorder <, the <-saturation of a set S 2 X is T[S]; a set S 
is <-saturated if f [S) c 5’. The following are then straightforward: arbitrary unions 
and intersections of <-saturated sets are <-saturated; S c X is <-saturated iff X - S 
is >-saturated; t [S] is the smallest <-saturated set containing S. In particular: if the 
open (respectively closed) sets of a topology are generated by <-saturated sets, then all 
its open (respectively closed) sets are <-saturated; its open sets are <-saturated iff its 
closed sets are >-saturated. If f is order-preserving, then inverse images of <-saturated 
sets under f are <-saturated. 
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There are weakest and strongest topologies, IV(<) and A(<), described below, with 
< as their specialization order. The IV(<) are discussed in [43]; the A(<) originated 
much earlier in [l]; the two are compared in [21] and [2]. 
W(G) is the topology whose closed sets are generated by 
{ J(x) Ix E q (= {{Y G xl I z E Xl>. 
Notice that in W(G), cl(z) = n{_l y / 2 < y} = _1 2, and further, if 7 is weaker than 
W(G), there must be some z for which _1( ) z IS not closed, thus some y $ z such that 
y E c17(3s), so 6 # <T. 
A( <) is the collection of all <-saturated sets (equivalently, the topology whose closed 
sets are the &saturations of all sets). Notice that t(x) is open in A(,<) and is the smallest 
open set containing 2. Thus y E clA(<) (x) * 2 E j(y) ti y < 2; further if 7 is strictly 
stronger than A(<), it must contain a T such that for some 5 E T, t (ZE) 9 T, but if 
y E j(z) - T then 5 < y but z $ c17(y), so < is not the specialization order of 7. 
Both yield pairwise ws duals to 7: the weak dual, We(X, 7) = (X, TW), where 
Tw = IV(&), and Alexundroffdual, TA = A(>T), A1(X, 7) = (X, TA) (see [41]). 
Henceforth, we abbreviate <T-saturated to saturated, <T-saturation to saturation. If 
C is closed, z E C, then _1~ [{z}] = cl(z) 2 C, thus all closed sets are >-r-saturated, 
so all open sets are saturated. In fact, the reader can show that a set is saturated iff it is 
an intersection of open sets (thus necessarily, the intersection of those open sets which 
contain it). Also, continuous functions are specialization preserving, so inverse images 
of saturated sets under continuous functions are saturated. 
(b) A(&-) is the topology generated by the closed subsets of X, since 
(Vx E T)(3 a finite set F of closed sets) (Z E n F E T) 
w(V~ET)(~(~)=C~(~)~T). 
Every continuous map certainly becomes pairwise continuous (with respect to BA) 
in this case. And (X, 7, A(&-)) is normal for if CA 2 T then set T = DA = U E 
7 n A(&); certainly CA G T C DA C U. 
In addition, (X, 7, A(>T)) is pairwise O-dimensional. 
(c) For Tl topologies, t (x) = {z}, so II’ is the cofinite topology, Cf; maps 
are continuous between such iff each f-t ({x}) is finite or the whole space. As a result, 
every infinite Tychonoff topological space X has a continuous map into [0, l] with the 
usual topology, which is not pairwise continuous from BW(X, 7)(=(X, 7, Cf)) to 
BW([O, l], Us): If 7 is discrete, then the characteristic function of any infinite, proper 
subset will do. Otherwise, choose 2 # y, 2 not isolated; there is a continuous f to [0, l] 
such that f(x) = 1 and f(y) = 0; thus g = 2fA 1 is continuous, g-‘({ 1)) > f-‘((.5,1]) 
thus (since 5 is nonisolated) is infinite, and is proper since g(y) = 0. This shows that g 
is not pairwise continuous. 
(d) For X C R, IV(<) = U, W(a) = L. 
(e) The symmetrization topology of (R, A(<), A(<)w) is the Sorgenfrey topology on 
the reals. 
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Definition 4.4. The de Groot dual of a topology 7 is the topology ‘TG whose closed 
sets are generated by the saturations of the 7-compact subsets of X. A map f is de 
Groot if it is continuous and for each compact, saturated K, 
f-i [K] = n {L 1 f-’ [K] 2 L, L compact and saturated}. 
G is the class of topological spaces X for which BG(X) and BG(G(X)) are pseudo- 
Hausdorff (BG here and sG later arc special cases of the general notations BD and sD 
of Definition 4.1). 
Observations and examples 4.5. (a) The de Groot dual, 7-G is clearly between TW 
and TA. Thus (X, 7, TG) IS always pairwise ws, as is (X, 7,7*) whenever ‘? C 
7’ 2 7A, since then f~(x) = cIA(x) C cl*(~) 2 clW(x) =TT(z). 
(b) Since by Lemma 2.5(b) ws* + pH =+ pH*, 6 = G ru by Comments 4.2(a)(iii), (the 
latter is a special case of the DQ notation introduced in Definition 4.1). Also, if pi& 
is used to abbreviate pairwise Q, then G = Gpwp~. We call the elements of GQ the de 
Groot Q spaces. In particular: 
l G is the class of de Groot pseudo-Hausdorff spaces. 
l GjpwT is that of topological spaces X for which BG(X) and BG(G(X)) are pairwise 
Tychonoff. 
l GjT4 is that of 5% topological spaces X for which BG(X) and BG(G(X)) are normal. 
It would be helpful to have characterizations of the above conditions, and we don’t have 
much in that direction. But notice that (X, rG, 7) is regular iff whenever cl(z) n K = 0, 
K compact, then there is an open U and a compact L such that K C U c L and 
cl(~) n L = 0. 
(c) Unlike the other two, the de Groot dual depends on more than the specialization 
order: Each compact Hausdorff topology 7 is de Groot self-dual, but the cofinite and 
discrete topologies Cf, Di have the same specialization order as 7, and each is the de 
Groot dual of the other. Also notice that (X, Cf), (X, Di) are always in GTd, and each 
compact Hausdorff (X, 7) E GT4 as well. 
In fact the set SK = {fr (K) ) K IS compact} of saturations of compact subsets of 
X forms a base for the de Groot closed sets, since it is closed under finite unions. 
Notice in particulal; by Theorem 3.1, that for skew compacta, SK: = TG. 
As a result, for skew compacta, arbitrary intersections of compact saturated sets 
are compact (and, of course, saturated), and as a result of this, a function between 
joincompacta is de Groot if and only if it is continuous and f-i [K] is compact for 
each compact, saturated K. (In the special case of this with codomain II, we have the 
initially compact maps to II; those continuous maps for which f-‘[O, k] is compact for 
each Ic E [0, 11.) 
(d) In his original paper, de Groot noted that the dual of the usual real topology is the 
topology whose closed sets are the closed bounded sets of reals. He also thanked Jan 
Aarts for calling to his attention the idea of dual. Both of these are appropriate here, and 
in fact. Prof. Aarts introduced me to the de Groot dual. 
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(e) If ,< is a total order on X, then W(<)c = A(<)G = W(>) (a set is compact in 
either of these topologies iff it has a greatest element), so (W(<)G)G = (A(<)G)G = 
IV(<). Thus in this case, (A(<)G)G # A(<); also here (A(<)“)w # A(<) and 
(W(<)A)A # W(G). Th ese examples show that for none of these three duals is D2 the 
identity, but in Theorem 4.7 we note that each is a topoIogica1 dual, so D3 = D. 
(f) As a particular case of (e), LiG = L: and LCG = U. 
(g) A variety of questions is suggested by Definitions 4.1 and 4.4: in each special case, 
it can be asked whether all the conditions of Comments 4.2(a)(iii) must be checked to 
see whether a topological space is in 2)Q. For example, if BG(X) is pH, must X be in 
@ 
Lemma 4.6. (a) rf (X, 7,7’) J . is ‘outcompact, then 7* = SK: = 9. X is skew compact 
iff BG(X) is joincompact - that is, ifs (X, 7, TG) is joincompact. 
As a result, X is skew compact iff it is TO and satisfies these conditions (thejrst says 
that BG(X) is pH (thus pairwise pH by Lemma 2.5(b) and Observations 4.5(a)), the 
second, that TSG is compact (see Proposition 3.4(b)): 
if x # cl(y) then for some open T and compact K, x E T G K and K n cl{ y} = 8, 
if n S = 0 and each element of S is a set which is closed or is compact and saturated, 
then some$nite subset of S has empty intersection. 
Thus skew compactness + local compactness + (X, 7, TG) is completely regular 
(b) If 7 C 7’ and <T= <_r/, then TIG C TG. If BG(X) is pH then (‘TG)G C 7 - 
and ((7G)G)G = ‘TG. G is a topological dual on G. 
(c) A map f : X + y is de Groot iff f : BG(X) + BG(Y) is paitwise continu- 
ous. Thus the de Groot maps are those assigned to G (in Comments 4.2(b)) when it is 
considered as a category. 
(d) A topological space X is de Groot re$exive e each closed set is the intersection 
of its G -compact lower supersets. 
Proof. (a) If 7 is de Groot pH and z 4 cl(y) then there are disjoint T, TG with 2 c T, 
y E TG, and by the definition of ‘TG, there is a compact, saturated K such that y f 
X - K 2 TG. Thus T C X - T” c K, and by the saturation of K, y $ t K, so 
cl(y)nK=J~[{y}]nK=Q).C onversely, if our condition holds and x $ cl(y) then 
there are T, K with II: E T c K, _17[{y}] n K = cl(y) n K = 8. Thus 
y/X--7(K)CX--T(T)=X-T, 
so T, X- TT (K) are the disjoint neighborhoods of x, y required; 7 is de Groot pH. 
If X is locally compact and 2 E T then for some compact K and U E 7, 2 E 
UcK&T, so x E U C 1‘7 [K] C T, and tr [K] is G-closed, and is compact by 
Theorem 3.1, establishing the apparently stronger local stability of BG(X). The rest of 
(a) is left to the reader. 
(b) The first assertion is clear. For the next, if BG(X) is pH then it is pairwise 
ws by Observations 4.5(a) thus pairwise pH by Lemma 2.5(b), so by Theorem 3.1 the 
G-saturation of each G -compact set is closed. That is to say, each basic (7G)G-closed 
set is closed, so (7G)G C 7, as required. 
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If square brackets are cleared after parentheses, then: 
((TG)G)G = ([7”lG)” c 7” c_ [(F)“]” = ((7G)G)G. 
The fact that G is a topological dual on 4 now follows from Lemma 2.5(b) and Com- 
ments 4.2(a)(iii). 
(c) Note that f is de Groot iff f : X + y is continuous and for basic (thus all) 
G-closed K, f-‘[K] is the intersection of the basic G -closed sets containing it, and is 
thus G-closed. 
(d) simply restates that the (7”)G-closed sets have the <TG-saturated 7G-compact 
sets as a base. 0 
Theorem 4.7. (a) For any bitopological property Q implying pH, G is a Q topological 
dual on &J, and the objects of GQ are those X such that BG(Gj(X)) satisfies Q for 
j < 2. If X E &?Q, then G(X) is reflexive and BG(X) is pairwise Q. 
The Alexandroff and weak duals are topological duals on the class of all topological 
spaces. The Alexandrofldual is T4, so pairwise completely regular: On the other hand, 
if (X, 7, ‘Tw) is pH, then Tw = 7”. 
(b) A set A is W(b)-compact iff it satisfies: 
(S) if all finite subsets of D are bounded above in A, then D is bounded above in A. 
Thus the >-saturated sets satisfying (S) f orm a base for the W(>)G-closed sets. 
Proof. (a) All comments on the de Groot dual follow from Comments 4.2. Those about 
the weak and Alexandroff duals follow from Properties 4.3, except for the last sentence. 
For this, notice that by Observations 4.5(a), Tw & TG, and since BW(X)* is also pH 
by Lemma 2.5(b), we have that each G-closed set is W-closed by Theorem 3.1. 
(b) By the Alexander Subbase Theorem (applied to closed sets), A is W(>)-quasicom- 
pact iff for any set D C X, n{T (z) / n: E D} n A = 8 + for some finite F c D, 
n{?(z) 1 z E F} n A = 8. But this is just a complicated way to say that each D 2 X 
has an upper bound in A if all finite subsets of D are bounded above in A. 0 
In the case of a continuous lattice, the Scott topology is that defined by taking as a 
base for its closed sets the collection of >-saturated sets satisfying condition (S) (see 
[ 15, pp. 98-991). Therefore: 
the Scott topology on a continuous lattice (X, <) is the de Groot dual of its W(a). 
Definition 4.8. A filter V in a symmetric continuity space is Cauchy if for each positive 
T there is a V E V such that if 5, y E V then d(z, y) f T. Such a space is complete if 
every Cauchy filter has a limit. It is totally bounded if for each positive T there is a finite 
F such that for each z E X there is a y E F such that d(z, y) < T. 
Notice that a symmetric continuity space is complete or totally bounded if and only 
if the uniform space to which it gives rise is so. Much of what follows depends on the 
standard textbook result that the topology arising from a To uniformity (TO symmetric 
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continuity space) is compact Hausdorff if and only if that uniformity is totally bounded 
and complete. 
Theorem 4.9. (a) Each skew compact space arises from a (necessarily To) continuit?, 
space whose symmetrization is complete and totally bounded. 
(b) If a To topology arises from a continuity space (or quasi-uniform space) whose 
symmetrization is complete and totally bounded, then each de Groot function on it is 
quasi-uniformly continuous. 
Proof. (a) By Theorem 3.8 (X,T,TG) arises from a continuity space (which is nec- 
essarily To); notice that the compact Hausdorff TSG = 7 V ‘TG arises from the sym- 
metrization of this continuity space, which must thus be complete and totally bounded. 
(b) is shown by applying Theorem 3.8 to (a) and Lemma 4.6(c). 0 
Definition 4.10. A closed set is irreducible if it is not the union of two proper closed 
subsets. A topology is sober if it is To and every irreducible closed set is the closure 
of a point. A topology is strongly sober if it is To and the set of limit points of every 
ultrafilter is the closure of a point. 
For both concepts of Definition 4.10, the TO condition is traditionally not stated ex- 
plicitly, but replaced by the fact that such a set is the closure of a unique point (e.g., in 
[ 15,301). Here are some useful characterizations of skew compactness (others are given 
in Comment 4.12 and Theorem 5.3): 
Theorem 4.11. The following are equivalent for a To topology 7: 
(a) 7 is skew compact, 
(b) 7 is locally compact, and whenever nS = 8 and each element of S is closed or 
compact and saturated, then some finite subset of S has empty intersection, 
(c) 7 is strongly sober and locally compact, 
(d) T arises from a continuity space whose symmetrization is complete and totally 
bounded. Any two such continuity spaces are uniformly equivalent. 
Proof. (a) ti (b) was shown in Lemma 4.6(a). 
To see that (c) =++ (b), it will suffice to show that if S is a collection of sets, each of 
which is closed or compact and saturated, and the intersection of each finite subset of S 
is nonempty, then n S is nonempty. Extend S to an ultrafilter V (by Zorn’s lemma), and 
let 3 be the collection of closed sets in V. Since X is strongly sober, n F = cl(z) for 
some x E X. We now show that for each compact, saturated K E S, x E K, completing 
the proof that n S is nonempty: since K E V, K n n F is nonempty for each finite 
F C V, thus in particular, for any finite subcollection of the closed sets in F; thus since 
K is compact, K n n 3 is nonempty, so let 
ye Knn3= Kncl(x); 
but then y <T x, so since K is saturated, x E K. 
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Conversely, if (a) holds, then (X, 7, TG) is joincompact, so in particular, (X, 7, TG) 
is regular, thus if x E T open, there is an open U and a G-closed CG such that x E U C 
CG C T, but since CG is closed in the larger, compact rSG, it is compact, showing 
local compactness. Finally, we must establish strong sobriety: Let F be an ultrafilter. 
Since (X, TSG) is compact Hausdorff, 3 converges to a unique x E X. Thus if y <T 5 
then z E C for each closed C E 3, and so y E cl(x) c C, showing that y is also a limit 
for FT. If y 4 cl(z), th en since (X, 7,7”) is pH, there are disjoint T E 7, TG E TG 
such that y E T and x E T”. Because T” E ‘TsG and x is a TSG-limit for F, we have 
that TG E 3, so T $! 3. This shows that y is not a limit for 3, thus (c) holds. 
That (a) + (d) was shown prior to Theorem 3.8, and (d) + (a) comes from the 
fact that each continuity space yields a pairwise completely regular bitopological space 
(Examples 2.3(e)), and if it is symmetrically complete and totally bounded, then the 
symmetrization topology must be compact. 0 
Comment 4.12. (a) Two other equivalents to skew compactness similar to (d) above 
(and easily derived from it) are: 
7 arises from a quasi-uniformity with complete, totally bounded symmetrization. There 
is exactly one such quasi-uniformity. 
7 arises from a quasiproximity whose symmetrization is complete. There is exactly 
one such quasiproximity (definitions as in [ 121). 
(b) An equivalent to skew compactness very closely related to (c) is that it is skew 
compact if and only if sober, compact, and locally compact, and intersections of pairs of 
compact saturated sets are compact. 
These spaces are called stably locally compact in [21,39], and [30]. We noted in 
Theorem 4.11 and Lemma 4.6 that a skew compact space is compact, locally compact, 
and strongly sober, and that arbitrary intersections of compact saturated sets are compact, 
saturated. That strongly sober spaces are sober is shown (in slightly different terminology) 
in [15, p. 3101. For the converse, it will do to show that these stably locally compact 
spaces, are strongly sober (in which we follow [ 15, p. 3 141): Thus suppose F is collection 
of closed sets of an ultrafilter, II; let A be the set of limit points of V, then A = OF, 
a closed set. It is also nonempty (by the compactness of 7), and is irreducible, for if 
A = B U C, 5 E B - C, y E C - B, then there are, by local compactness, compact 
saturated neighborhoods of x, y, N & X - C, M c X - B, and since these are 
neighborhoods of limit points, 111, N E V. Therefore M n N E V, and since it’s compact, 
there is a limit point of V. But this says A n M n N # 0, contradicting 
AnMni’vcAn(X-B)n(X-C)=0 
Thus by sobriety, for some 2, A = cl(x), as required. 
(c) Lawson [30, p. 1941 has asked for “appropriate conditions for a strongly sober 
space to be locally compact”. Of course by Lemma 4.6(a), it is sufficient for 7 to be de 
Groot pseudo-Hausdorff: 
if x 6 cl(y) then for some open T and compact K, x E T C K and K n cl(y) = 0, 
but this condition is less familiar. 
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Examples 4.13 (Further examples of duals). The weak and Alexandroff duals operate 
on all topological spaces; the de Groot dual is also defined for all, but is a topological 
dual only on the class G of Lemma 4.6. We know of no other useful (e.g., pairwise 
Tychonoff) duals on the class of all topological spaces, but many exist on classes of 
topological spaces with additional structure: 
(a) Given a linearly ordered set (X, <), a ray topology (see [26]) is one generated 
by upper and lower sets (with respect to <). Examples include the Khalimsky line and 
the upper, lower, and usual topologies on the reals. The ray dual of such a topology is 
the weakest ray topology with the specialization reversed. This dual is pairwise ws and 
normal, and is studied in [26]. 
(b) Given a group, (X, x,-l ) and a topology, 7, with respect to which x is conti- 
nuous, its inversion dual is 
7-l = {T-’ 1 T E 7). 
Then x is also continuous with respect to ?‘-I, and -’ : (X, 7, ‘7-l) -+ (X, 7-l) 7) is 
pairwise continuous. The inversion dual is pairwise completely regular. 
(c) Given a continuity space, quasi-uniformity, or quasiproximity, a pairwise com- 
pletely regular dual is defined as described in Section 1 and elsewhere in the paper. 
(d) The duals discussed in (b) and (c) are reflexive whenever defined, while the reflex- 
ive spaces with respect to (a) are the asymmetric spaces analogous to linearly ordered 
topological spaces. 
5. Topology and order 
It would be unreasonable to present the above work, which involves both topology 
and order, without discussing its relationship with Nachbin’s pioneering work in the area 
(see [33,34]). In these works, Nachbin considers the idea of topological ordered space: 
an (X, 7, <), which is a topological space (usually with strong separation properties) 
together with a partial order closed in its square. Given a topological property, Q, such 
a space is said to satisfy Q if (X, 7) d oes; in particular, a compact topological ordered 
space is one whose topology is compact T2. Much of the motivation for our work 
above has also served as motivation for new study and further development of Nachbin’s 
ideas. For example, among references already cited for other reasons, [ 15,21,30,39] spend 
considerable time working with this approach; another recent reference in this area is 
[36]. In the compact case, the theories are coextensive, as we show in Theorem 5.3. 
Definition 5.1. An order Hausdorff space, (X, 7, <), is a topological space together 
with a partial order closed in its square. An order Hausdorff space is order normal if, 
whenever C, D are disjoint closed sets, C upper, D lower, then there are disjoint open 
sets T upper, U lower, such that C c T and D C U. For a topological ordered space, 
let T< denote the topology of open upper sets. 
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Relations 5.2 (Basic relations with bitopological spaces). (a) G-Closed sets are the com- 
plements of G-open sets, thus precisely the closed lower sets. As a result, if z E C and 
C is G-closed, then _1 (z) C C, so < c <T<. 
The reverse inclusion holds iff _1 (z) is always <-closed; since 3_ (z) is >-saturated, it 
will suffice to show that it is closed. This holds in the order Hausdorff case, for then 6 
is open in the product topology, so if x $ y then for some open TY, T,, 
thus TY x {z} C $, that is, TY is a neighborhood of y not meeting J (x). The order dual 
of this result holds similarly. 
As a result of these facts, (X, 7<, 72) IS weakly symmetric for order Hausdorff 
spaces, and since the specialization is a partial order, it is Tl. But the proof here that < 
is the specialization of T’G, requires only that for each 2 E X, _1 (z) be closed, thus this 
and its order dual imply that 3 is the specialization of 72, and thus that (X, 76,72) 
is pairwise Tg. Lawson [30] has called a partial order semiclosed if each t (x) and _1 (z) 
is closed. 
(b) A second key condition for comparing the theory of topological ordered spaces 
to bitopological spaces is that 7 = 7< V ‘T>, and this holds iff 7-G U ‘7-2 is a subbase 
for 7, a condition called strong order convexity in [30]. If (X, 7, <) is a strongly order 
convex order Hausdorff space, then a function f : (X, 7, <) + (Y, T’, <‘) is continuous 
and order-preserving iff f : (X, 7<, ‘7-a) + (Y, 7’G’ (7’2’) is pairwise continuous. That 
pairwise continuous functions are symmetrically continuous was noted in Examples and 
comments 2.3(e), they are specialization preserving, as noted after Definition 2.1, and 
by (a), < is the specialization. The converse is the observation that if f is continuous 
and order-preserving and T’ is open and <-saturated (respectively, >-saturated) then so 
is f-’ [T’]. 
(c) From the definitions, a topological ordered space (X, 7, <) is order normal iff 
(X, 7<, 72) is a normal bitopological space with specialization 6. By (a) it is T,, so 
T4. 
(d) Also, if (X, 7<, 72) is pH and Q = < ,7~ then (X, 7, <) is order Hausdorff, for 
if 2 # y then since < is a partial order, we may assume 5 $ y, so there are disjoint 
T E ‘TG c 7, T’ E 72 s 7, such that x E T, y E T’, as required. 
The converse of the previous statement is almost certainly false, although I don’t know 
a counterexample. But as the reader can verify, each order Hausdorff space is Hausdorff. 
The following theorem gives some more equivalences to skew compactness. 
Theorem 5.3. Given a topological space (X, ‘T), the following are equivalent: 
(a) (X, 7) is skew compact. 
(b) There is a compact T2 topology 7’ and a partial order <,, both on. X, such that 
(X,7’, <) is order Hausdot$ and ‘T = (‘T’)G. (This topology and partial order are 
uniquely determined by 7: T* = rG, 7’ = 7 V TG, and < = <T .) 
(c) (X, TSG) is a compact Hausdor# topological space. 
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Proof. (a) + (b): By the definition of skew compactness, 7’ = 7 V 7* is compact T2, 
and < = <T is closed by Relations 5.2(d), since if (z, y) $ <T, then 5 $ cl(y), so by 
pH there are disjoint T E 7 2 7’, T* E 7* 2 7’, such that z E T, y E T*; notice 
that if w E T, z E T*, then (w, Z) $! +-, so 7 x 7*, is a 7 x TS-neighborhood of 
(IC, y) disjoint from <T. 
(b) + (a): A variant of the usual argument that compact + Hausdorff + normal (see 
[34]), shows (X, 7’ , <) to be order normal. So by Relations 5.2(c), (X, (Ts)G, (7’)2) 
is T4 thus pH, with specialization <. Next notice that in this case, 7’ is the symmetriza- 
tion, ((T’)<) V (T’)>: Suppose z E T E 7’; because < is a partial order, if y E X-T, 
then z 6 y or z g y. In the first case, 1 (y) fl t (z) = 8, so by order normality, let 
U,, V, disjoint, and in the second case, similarly, let 
1‘ (Y) c v, E (Pj5 4. (x) 2 uy E (P)? 
U,, V, disjoint. The V, cover X - T, so by compactness choose a finite subcover, 
V, ,,..., V,_. Thenz E U,, fl...nU,_, an intersection of a G-open and a 2-open set, 
which is disjoint from X - T, thus contained in T. Thus (X, 7, (7’)>) is joincompact. 
We now show that (X, (7’)<, (7’)2) IS t h e only joincompact space with symmetriza- 
tion 7-S and specialization <. If (X, T, T’) IS another, then it satisfies the assumptions 
of Theorem 3.1, and if C is a <-closed set, then C is compact and &saturated, and since 
< is our specialization, C is 7’-closed; this shows 7’ > 7<. The reverse inclusion holds 
even without the assumption of compactness, since each 7’-closed set must be 7-closed 
and 27, = >-saturated, thus 76-closed. 
In Observations 4.5 it’s shown that for joincompact (X, 7,7*), 7* = TG, so TsG 
is compact Hausdorff, showing (a) + (c). We now show that (c) + (b), and for this, it 
will do to show that < = <T is closed. If z < y then z $ cl(y) = _1 y, and the latter is 
closed in the larger 7 SG Since this is a compact, Tz topology, there is an SG-compact . 
K such that z E intSG K and K n 1 y = 8, whence t K n _1 y = 8. But K is compact 
in the weaker topology 7, so t K is G-closed, thus SG-closed. But we have now shown 
that intSG t K x (X- t K) is a TsG x TSG -neighborhood of (z:, y) disjoint from <, 
as required. q 
Comments 5.4. In general, the theories don’t coincide. By Relations 5.2(a) and (b), 
(X, 7, <) + (X, 7<, 7”) is an injection of the semiclosed, strongly order convex 
spaces into the bitopological spaces; this induces a full functor, also by Relations 5.2(b), 
that is to say, f + f is a one-one onto map from the continuous, order-preserving func- 
tions between two semiclosed, strongly order convex spaces to the pairwise continuous 
maps between the corresponding bitopological spaces. 
But this inclusion is not onto; indeed, it doesn’t even include in its range all bitopo- 
logical spaces giving rise to a particular topological ordered space (via (X, 7,7*) -+ 
(X, ‘7-V F, &)). Further, those topological ordered spaces which are not strongly order 
convex do not arise at all as the symmetrization topology of a pairwise Tl bitopological 
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space, for if 7 = 7’ V T’*, (X, T, T’*) p anwise Ti with specialization order < = <;, 
then 7 = 7’ V T’* C ‘7-G V 7-2 C 7, and is thus strongly order convex. 
As a result of the above discussion, topological ordered spaces don’t yield the same 
dualities as do bitopological spaces. Thus a duality theory based on them would have a 
different flavor and different applications. 
Questions 5.5. A central question relating topological ordered spaces and bitopological 
spaces is the Hochster question: Characterize those posets (X, <) for which < = <7 for 
some joincompact, O-dimensional (X, 7,7*). This question gains its importance from 
the fact that these posets are precisely those which are inverse limits of finite posets. It 
was initially raised in [19], in connection with spaces of prime ideals of commutative 
rings; a history of it is given in [36]. 
Although the poset motivation is less clear, the asymmetrical topological motivation 
for the following related question is clear: Characterize those posets (X, <) for which 
< = <7- for some joincompact, (X, 7, P). 
By way of contrast, notice that for any poset, (X, A(<), A(>)) is a T4, O-dimensional 
bitopological space whose specialization order is <. 
6. Compactification 
We first study bitopological versions of some basic compactification results. A gen- 
eralization in the language of categories has many applications here, and this has the 
unfortunate consequence that we must introduce some terminology from category theory 
(we use [31] as a source of some basic notation): 
For a category, X E J means that X is an object of 3, and the class of objects of 
J is denoted Oh(J). For X,J’ E J, 3(X, y) d enotes the maps (of J) from X to y; 
for f E 3(X, y), let Dm(f) = X denote the domain, Cd(f) = Y the codomain of f. 
The notation 1~ is used for the identity map in 3(X,X), and a Ic E 3(X, y) is an 
isomorphism if for some j E J(y, X), j 0 k, Ic o j are the identities on the appropriate 
objects, a monomorphism if, whenever k o j = k o j’ (and both are defined) then j = j’, 
an epimorphism if, whenever j o Ic = j’ o k (and both are defined) then j = j’. 
Recall that J’ is a subcategory of K (J 5 K) if each object of J is one of K 
and whenever X, y E J’ then ,7(X, y) C K(X, y); it is a full subcategory if further, 
X, y E 3 + 3(X, y) = K(X, y). If K C Oh(J), then the subcategory induced by 
K is the full subcategory of J whose objects are the elements of K. The intersection 
of two categories, J n K is the category with their common objects, so that for such, 
(3 n K)(X, Y) = L7(X, Y) n K(X, Y). 
A functor p: J -+ K is faithful if it is one-one on each ,7(X, y), full if it takes 
each 3(X, Y) onto K(p(X), P(Y)). G’ iven functors y, S : J -+ K, a natural transfor- 
mation from y to b is an n such that if X, y E 3, then v(X) E ,jr(r(x), 6(X)), and 
if f E J(X,Y), then S(f)n(X) = q(Y)y(f); it is pointwise epic if each v(X) is an 
epimorphism. 
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Definition 6.1. A joincompact$ication for a pairwise Tychonoff bitopological space X is 
a joincompact yX together with an imbedding ix : X -+ yX such that cl’ ix [X] = yX. 
Let P’T denote the category of pairwise Tychonoff bitopological spaces and pairwise 
continuous maps, and IK denote the class joincompact spaces. Below we consider pairs, 
where 3 is a category and Y is a functor from J to P7, for such, by the J-joincompacta 
of J we mean the class KJ of objects of J such that V(X) E K. A pT category, 3, is 
one with a faithful functor v into P’T such that the restriction Y]KJ to J]K,, is full. 
A joincompactifcation operator for a pT category J is a joincompactification yX E J 
for each X E J and for each map f : X + y of 3 a unique fY : yX -+ yY such that 
iy 0 f = fY 0 ix. 
For a pT category 3, a sufJicient joirtcompact is a J-joincompact object & of J such 
that for each X E 3: 
if IC E T then for some U open in E and some g E 3(X, &), g(z) E U ng[X] C g(T], 
if x E T*, for some U*, *-open in & and h E 3(X, E), h(z) E U’ n h[X] C h[T*], 
and if x # u then f(z) # f(y) for some f E .Y(X,E). 
The Stone-tech joincompactifcation is the joincompactification operator /3 on the pT 
category P’T of all pairwise Tychonoff bitopological spaces and pairwise continuous 
maps. 
With respect to the symmetrization topology, ix[X] is dense in any compactification 
yX, thus if X is joincompact then ix[X] is dense and compact in a Hausdorff space, so 
ix(X] = 7X. Thus each joincompactifcation of a joincompact space is itself. 
Examples 6.2 (of pT categories). (a) As claimed in the last sentence of Definition 6.1, 
the category of all pairwise Tychonoff spaces and all pairwise continuous maps is a pT 
category (under the identity functor), and II is a sufficient joincompact for it. In fact, 
using the usual imbedding functor each subcategory J 2 P’T is pT if also: 
l if X, y are joincompact objects of J, then J(Z, X) is the set of pairwise continuous 
maps from X to Y. 
Also, if II is in it, II is a sufficient joincompact for it. 
(b) As mentioned in Fact 2.7(a), each Urysohn set is induced by a quasi-uniformity, 
in such a way that each uniform map is Urysohn. By Lemma 2.8(e), each pairwise 
Tychonoff bitopological space is induced by a To quasiproximity in such a way that each 
Urysohn map is pairwise continuous. These operations lead to functors (which take maps 
into themselves). 
Also, as discussed in Comment 4.12, each pairwise continuous map on a joincom- 
pact bitopological space is uniformly continuous (thus Urysohn) and so there is exactly 
one quasi-uniformity (and one quasiproximity) inducing a given joincompact bitopo- 
logical space. In particular, the functors which give the bitopological spaces (and the 
appropriate maps) induced by quasi-uniformities or by quasiproximities are full on those 
yielding joincompacta. Thus the categories of To quasi-uniform (or continuity) spaces 
and uniformly continuous maps and of TO quasiproximity spaces with Urysohn maps are 
pT categories, and so are the subcategories of these which satisfy the analogue of the 
condition in (a) marked by l . 
(c) As a result of the discussion in (a), the category CS of TO pairwise locally stable 
spaces and pairwise continuous maps is a pT category. Now we show: For locally stable 
X, t3~ (of Theorem 3.6) is the smallest quasiproximity inducing 7. This will yield a 
minimal joincompactification (see Theorem 6.3(c)), which we denote cr. 
To see that for X is locally stable, Bx induces 7, suppose z E T 6 7. Find U E 7 
and a *-closed compact C* such that x E U C C* C T. Thus (C’, T) E I?*, x E C* 
and T C T, showing T E TB,, and by the arbitrary nature of T, 7 C 7~~. The reverse 
inclusion also holds by Lemma 2.8, since by Theorem 3.6, ax is compatible with X. 
If P is any quasiproximity inducing 7, and C* C T, C* compact and *-closed, T 
open, then for each x E C* find (A,, I?,) E P with z E A,, B, C T. By Definition 2.6 
there is a D, such that (A,, D,), (Dz, I?,) E ‘P, and by Lemma 2.8(c), A, C int D,. 
Thus for some finite F C: C*, 
C’C u D,. 
XEF 
Since P is a quasiproximity, 
( u D,, u &) E P, 
XEF XEF 
and since C* c UzEF D, and lJz,F B, 2 T, (C”, T) E P, so BX C P. If further, X 
is pairwise locally stable, then, dually, (a,.) * is compatible with X and Bx* 2 P*, so 
Bx v (ax.)* 5 P and 7 = 7a,v(~3~.)*. 
Thus for pairwise locally stable X, f3~ V (B, *) * is the smallest quasiproximity inducing 
X. Further, if X is joincompact, f3x = (Bx.)* is the only quasiproximity yielding X, 
for if P is such a quasiproximity and (A, B) E P, then A C cl*(A) C int(B) C B, so 
(A, B) E t3~, showing P C Bx. 
(d) In 1962, Fell (in [I 11) found a compact Hausdorff topology on the space of closed 
subsets of an arbitrary locally compact space, (X, 7). He then considered the subspace 
F(X) = cl ({ cl(z) 1 z E X}), 
and showed that for TO X, the map 4 defined by 4(x) = cl(x) is one-one. He topologized 
his space by taking as subbasic open sets those collections of closed sets of the two 
forms: T# = {C 1 C n T # 8) for T p o en and K# = {C ( C n K = 8) for K 
compact. Notice that cl(z) nT # 8 H x E T, so the +-‘[T#]‘s are the original topology 
on X. The 4-l [K ] #‘s are the topology arising from a:. Thus the Fell space is the 
symmetrization of a joincompactification F(X) of X = (X, ‘&, , 7~;). We discuss it 
further in Comments 6.4. 
Fletcher and Lindgren [12, p. 281 asked when a topological space, X arises from a 
smallest quasi-proximity. As just noted, each locally compact space does, but one can do 
better, and indeed, Ktinzi has. In [27] he defines the handy relation, <, to be {(A, B) 1 if 
F is an ultrafilter and A E .Y= then there are open Tl , . . . , T, such that each Ti contains 
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some limit points of F and Tt fl. .nT, 2 I?}. Kiinzi then goes on to show that the handy 
relation is the intersection of all quasiproximities giving rise to X, thus the only possible 
minimal quasi-uniformity which can give rise to X. Ktinzi’s answer to the Fletcher and 
Lindgren question results: a topological space arises from a smallest quasiproximity iff 
the handy relation is that quasiproximity. 
(e) We now restrict attention to the O-dimensional case: (X, 7, F) is O-dimensional 
if x E T E 7 + for some open-*-closed U c T, x E U. 0-dimensionality is defined 
in [37], and in [18] the algebraic nature of the pairwise To, O-dimensional spaces is 
highlighted: it is shown that these are spaces of ideals over semilattices with their hull- 
kernel and dual-hull-kernel topologies (see [ 181 for these definitions). 
A quasi-uniformity is transitive if it is generated by a collection of preorders (these 
are discussed in considerable detail in [12]); these generate the pairwise O-dimensional 
bitopological spaces. For these cases, as well as that of the quasiproximities yielding 
pairwise O-dimensional spaces, essentially the same discussion as in (a)-(c) holds, but 
the sufficient joincompact is the bi-Sierpinski space B = ((0, l},U, ,C). 
A class somewhat more general than the O-dimensional spaces, is that of spaces for 
which x $ cl(y) + (3f: X -+ B)(f(y) = 0 & f(s) = 1). The reader can verify that 
the completely Hausdorff space of Example 2.11, while not O-dimensional, is in this 
class. In this class, B obeys the third condition for sufficient joincompact; as a result, 
it is a terminal object in the category of these bitopological spaces and their pairwise 
continuous maps. However, it fails to satisfy the first two such conditions, and as a result, 
part (b) of the next theorem does not apply. In this situation, it can be shown that spaces 
have a weak joincompactification a joincompact yX together with a pairwise continuous 
one-one ix : X + yX such that cl’ ix[X] = yX. Further, these categories can be shown 
to have operators which behave like joincompactification operators of Theorem 6.3(b) 
except that the maps ix need not be pairwise open. 
Theorem 6.3. (a) Let 3 be a pT category with suflicient joincompact &, and let X E 3, 
2 E WJ. Suppose ix E 3(X, 2) is a monomorphism and for each f E 3(X, E) 
there is an f E ,7(2, E) f or which f = f 0 ix (informally, “each such f extends to 
2”). Then, if y E KJ-, and f E J’(X, y), there is a unique f E J(2,y) for which 
f =foix. 
(b) A pT category with a sufficient joincompact has a joincompactification operator 
Thus the Stone-tech joincompacttjication p on PT and minimal joincompacttfication 
Q on LS exist. (The symmetrization of the latter is the Fell CompactiJication-see Com- 
ments 6.4(d).) 
(c) If J’ C K: and & is a sufficient joincompact for 3, then it also is for K]Ob(J). 
Also, if y, 6~ are the resulting joincompact$cation operators on Jr, KlOb(J) respec- 
tively, and b = SK 1 (KlOb(J)), then there is a pointwise epic natural transformation from 
6 to y. In particular; for each such joincompacttfication operator; y on a pT category J’ 
there are pointwise epic natural transformations from ,6’ to y and from y to (YI(J n LS) 
(see Examples 6.2(c)). 
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Proof. (a) Let v: J -+ P’T be faithful, and be full on Kz: Let &,7(y,“) denote the 
product of a copy of & for each element of J(Y,&) (this exists in P’T, thus, via v, 
in 3). By definition of product, define iy E J(y, &z(y~E)), by 7rg o iy = g for each 
g E J’(y,&), where rTTs denotes the 9th projection. Suppose now that f E J(X,Y); if 
g E J(Y,&), then 
~goiYof=gofEL7(~,q, 
thus there is a g? E J(2,E) A such that gf o ix = rg o iy 0 f. By definition of product, 
there is a f f J(2, & J(Y,E)) such that for each such g, 7rg o J = s^f. Thus for each 
9 E JO,&), 
~~ojoi~=gfOi~=~,oi~of, 
and again by the definition of product, (and v), this means Jo ix = iy 0 f. By Examples 
and comments 2.3(f), f is symmetrically continuous, so if .z E 2, f”(z) E cl' f[X] C: 
cl’ Y = Y, thus there is (in ‘P’T, thus, via v, in J’) a f^ E ,‘7(2, y) such that f = iy of, 
so 
and since iy is a monomorphism (in P7, thus J), f^ 0 ix = f, as required. 
(b) For the first assertion, it will do by (a) to find for X, a J-joincompact 2 and a 
monomorphism ix E 3(X, 2) such that for each f E 3(X, E) there is an f^ E J(2, E) 
for which f = f o ix. But (again via P’T, v) 
2 = @(XJ)I clS (ix[X]) 
is J-joincompact, as a symmetrically closed subspace of a product of such (Proposi- 
tion 3.4(c)), so 2 (E J by definition of sufficient joincompact) is a joincompactification 
of X. For each g E ,7(X,&), 
rg 0 ix(x) = ix(z)(g) = s(z), 
so 7rg o ix = g. Thus, niTg o iz E Z(2,E), extends g to 2 2 &z(XpE). 
For the others, note that II is a sufficient joincompact for the categories ‘PT and U. 
(c) The natural transformation is defined by setting, for 5 E X E J, 
r](X)(z) = ix(s)lJ(X, I). 
Verification of its listed properties is routine. 0 
Comments 6.4 (Closing comments on joincompactifications). (a) As a result of Theo- 
rem 6.3(a), every joincompactification in a pT category with sufficient joincompact, E, 
is determined by the set of maps which factor through it into E: 
For let 2, V be joincompactifications of X in the pT category 3, with injections 
iz : X + 2, iv : X + V, through which the same maps in 3(X, E) factor. By Theo- 
rem 6.3(a) there are unique ;z,gv such that iv = iv o iz and iz = ;Z o iv. But then 
iv = z, 0 iz = Iv 0 iz 0 iv , so by uniqueness z?t~iz = lv, and similarly, iziv = 12, 
showing that IV, Z’Z are J-isomorphisms “fixing X” by the usual argument. 
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(b) The usual constructions of compactifications can easily be extended to the asym- 
metric case. For example, if A is a value quantale [12] or simply an order complete 
subset of a power of [0, 001, and 7~ is TO then MS can be completed in the usual 
manner for metric spaces, and d extended to the completion, getting N = (2, e, A, P). 
If M is totally bounded, then so is N, and (2,7J, TN*) is a joincompactification of 
(X, 7~) TM.) (which, like each bitopological space arising from a continuity space, is 
pairwise completely regular - see [S]). Further, joincompactifications arising from suffi- 
cient joincompacta & 2 II can be so constructed: if A is the collection of maps in 3(X, E) 
which can be extended to a joincompactification 2, then the willingness to invest some 
time will enable the reader to verify that for M = (X, d, [0, calA, P), continuity space 
inducing X, and MS is a totally bounded, where 
P = {r E (O,mld / {f E A 1 r(f) # M} is finite}, 
d(z, y)(f) = max{O, f(x) - f(y)}, and its completion is J-isomorphic to 2. A similar 
construction works for quasi-uniformities; details are left to the reader. 
The identification between proximity completions and T2 compactifications can also 
be extended to the asymmetric case: For P a TO quasiproximity on X, let Clp X denote 
the set of filters on X maximal among those for which: 
F E F =+ (](A, B) E P’)(A # 0&B C F) 
Note the use of Ps here. 
A quasiproximity P is defined on Cl? X by taking as base {(d*, p) / C* *-closed, 
T open, (C*,T) E P}, where for A C X, a = (7 1 A E F}. We leave to the reader 
the proofs that P is a TO quasiproximity on Clp X (thus induces a pairwise Tychonoff 
bitopological space, which we call Cl pX), and that 
z -+ {B 1 B is an ’ -neighborhood of Z} 
is a bitopological imbedding of X in Clp X. This framework causes the symmetrization 
-s_ ^^ topology to be induced by P - Ps, and thus to be compact by well-known results on 
proximity spaces (see [35]). Further discussion of proximity completions and compacti- 
fications of asymmetric spaces can be found in [30] and [39]. 
(c) The Fell compactification (Examples 6.2(d)) is in fact the minimal joincompactifi- 
cation of X = (X, ‘&, , 7~;). To show th’ IS, we first show that 4: X + F(X) factors 
through each such joincompactification, yX: given z E yX, define ~(2) = cl(z) n X. 
Certainly 7-r :yX + F(X) extends 4; it remains to show that it is pairwise continuous: 
If n(z) E T#, T open, then cl(z) I- T # 0, so find y E cl(z) n T. Let N c T be a 
compact neighborhood of y. We show that U = int(cl*(N)) is a neighborhood of II: for 
which d[N] C T#: If z E U then z E cl*(N) so by Theorem 3.1, .Z E cl*(u) for some 
w E N, thus 
u E cl(z) n N g cl(z) n T, 
showing that d(z) E T#. Also, 
y E cl(z) n int(N) C cl(z) n U, 
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so x E 17, completing the proof that C#I is continuous. 
For the proof that 4 is *-continuous, notice that if cl(z) n K = 8, then 
-1W n 1‘ W) = 0, 
and by the compactness of K and Theorem 3.1, f (K) is *-closed. Thus x is in the 
*-open yX- t (K) and for each y E yX- t (K), 
cl(~) n K = -1 (Y) ” t (K) = @ 
(since if 
then for some k E K, k <T z <T y, so y E K, a contradiction). 
(d) Suppose X is a bounded subset of IR. By the discussion in Examples and com- 
ments 3.3(b), X = (X,U, L) is pairwise locally stable, and To. The minimal compactifi- 
cation (with respect to I?*) is thus equal the closure of X in the usual topology, with its 
upper and lower topologies. But we can go further; if P is any quasiproximity yielding X, 
and (A, B) E P, then cl*(A) c int(B), so there are T > s such that A C [T, CO) rlX and 
B 2 (s,m)nX; as a result, (A, B) E B,Y, showing P & B,Y+J, thus by Examples 6.2(c), 
P = t3~. Thus this is the only joincompactification of X; in particular, there is much 
truth in the first-semester topology students’ belief that “[O, l] is the compactification of 
Q n (0, 1)“. 
Definition 6.5. A skew compacti$cation of a topological space X is a skew compact 
YX = (YX, 77-J with a yXs-dense imbedding ix :X + yX. A skew compactifcation 
operator on a category V of topological spaces and continuous maps is a functor y 
such that if X is an object of D then yX E V is a skew compactification of X, and if 
f E D(X,JJ), then fY E D(rX, yJJ) satisfies iyf = fYix. A skew compactification 
operator is idempotent if for each skew compact X E V, yX = X and ix is the 
identity, 1 X. 
Below, we use F to denote the forgetful functor from bitopological spaces to topolog- 
ical spaces, defined by F(X, ‘T, 7*) = (X, 7) for bitopological spaces, F(f) = f for 
pairwise continuous maps. 
Theorem 6.6. (a) If V is a category of topological spaces, D : V + V, is a pair-wise 
Tychonoff topological dual and y is a joincompactification operator; then F o y o BD is 
a skew compactiJication operator on V. 
Also, ifBD(X) ’ j IS oincompactfor each skew compact X, then FoyoBD is idempotent. 
Conversely, suppose y is a skew compactification operator on V. Then a pairwise 
Tychonoff dual on V is defined by setting ‘T D = yTGIX. Further; y is idempotent tff 
for each skew compact (X, ‘T), ‘7-O = ~7~. 
(b) Every TO topological space (X, T) has a Stone-Alexandroff skew compactification 
[41]: a skew compact Y in which X is densely imbedded and such that each continuous 
f : X + Z, Z skew compact, extends uniquely to a de Groot f : Y + 2. 
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There is a Stone-de Groot skew compacti$cation on the category GPpwT of de Groot 
pairwise Tychonoff spaces and de Groot maps, to which each de Groot map extends. It 
is idempotent. 
Proof. (a) For most of the assertions, simply follow the maps; symmetric T2 and density 
imply the uniqueness of the extending map, thus functoriality. Idempotence results from 
the fact that a joincompactification of a joincompact space is itself. 
(b) The dual AZ is normal and pairwise Ti, thus pairwise Tychonoff, and each con- 
tinuous map becomes pairwise continuous, thus extends to the Stone-Tech joincompact- 
ification /3X of X, establishing the assumptions of (a) for the Stone-Tech case. In the 
de Groot pairwise Tychonoff case, Examples 4.7(a) shows G to be a pairwise Tychonoff 
topological dual on gppw~; now apply (a) with y = p, the Stone-Tech joincompactifica- 
tion. 0 
Examples 6.7. (a) The Stone-Alexandroff skew compactification is certainly not idem- 
potent; in particular, the Stone-Alexandroff skew compactification of a compact T2 space 
has as symmetrization the Stone-Tech compactification of the discrete topology on its 
set. 
(b) For some TO spaces, such as (Q n (0, l), U) each de Groot map is a Urysohn map 
with respect to L?BG(x). These spaces have a unique de Groot skew compactification. 
Certainly, this occurs if and only if whenever n K C T, T E 7, K a nonempty set of 
compact, saturated sets, then for some compact, saturated L, n K: 2 L C T. A simpler 
sufficient condition for this to occur is: intersections of nonempty collections of compact, 
saturated sets are compact and saturated. 
Given a To topological space, Smyth [39] showed the existence of a skew compact- 
ification corresponding to each quasiproximity giving rise to it. Related results are in 
[30]. Miroslav HuSek first called to my attention the fact that despite its skew com- 
pactness,the Stone-Alexandroff skew compactification of ([0, 11, 24) is not itself, because 
(10, ll,U, 43)) is not joincompact. His comments and a question by Paul Gartside 
helped suggest that de Groot skew compactifications are the proper ones to consider. 
Certainly our discussion of skew compactifications and of joincompactifications here 
fails to scratch the surface. But the purpose of this paper is simply to introduce and set 
a foundation for duality in asymmetric topology. This purpose and its length preclude 
further discussion. There is room for much more study of these constructions, which we 
are pursuing and recommend to the reader. 
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